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Abstract

Thomson Scattering is a method to provide spatially resolved electron temperature
and density profiles in magnetic confinement fusion experiments like Wendelstein
7-X (W7-X). Requiring high laser power, Thomson scattering of plasma electrons
is usually conducted with pulsed laser systems. This stroboscopic measurement
results in a time comb of data points. Short, unpredictable plasma events, e.g.
due to instabilities, cannot be studied systematically on timescales faster than the
inverse repetition frequency of the laser system. The main intention of this work
was to develop and implement a new operational mode for the Thomson scattering
diagnostic allowing for the measurement of such events. This required both a fast
sequence of multi laser pulses and the synchronization of the laser pulses with the
event of interest.
To fulfil the first requirement, the so-called “burst mode” of Nd:YAG lasers was
utilized. It provides a finite number of consecutive laser pulses with low temporal
spacing. The realisation at W7-X provides four consecutive pulses with the timings
t1 = 0 µs, t2 = 100 µs, t3 = 600 µs, and t4 = 700 µs on a 5 Hz basis.
To meet the second requirement, a fast trigger scheme was developed. It allows for
firing the Thomson scattering lasers with a certain variability from their regular
time comb to match the events. The trigger scheme includes a logic circuit which
was developed to keep the variation from the time comb within certain margins.
The margins were chosen such that the average thermal loads in the laser are
sustained to avoid causing damage to the lasers.
The diagnostic upgrade introduced in the course of this thesis combines the two
aforementioned techniques, the fast event trigger and the burst mode. They build
a system which made it possible to study unpredictably occurring, short transient
plasma effects.
As a part of this work, the burst mode was optimized to match the diagnostic’s
requirements. A particular focus was set on the qualification of safe operation of
the laser and all optical components. Furthermore, calibration methods for the
new system were compared.
The qualified operational mode was employed to study transient plasma tempera-
ture and density profile evolution in the ablation and deposition process of cryogenic
hydrogen pellets injected into the plasma. A total number of 25 individual pellet
events has been analysed.
Different pellet injection geometries were investigated to contribute to the assess-
ment of drift effects in pellet fuelling. The drift velocities obtained (≈ 1000 m/s)



match the predictions from the HPI2 code [1] (1000 - 4000 m/s) which was developed
to model the behaviour of single pellets injected into a plasma.
In addition, density profile changes occurring on slow (100 ms) and fast (100 µs)
timescales could be distinguished. Deeper penetration of the pellets than predicted
by the code was experimentally verified on time scales of < 1 ms; a penetration
depth of 60 % of the plasma radius was measured as compared to the 25 % depth
predicted by HPI2. Deeper penetration of later pellets in a pellet series, arising
from the cooling of the plasma edge by previous pellets, has also been observed.
Moreover, core fuelling effects on a transport timescale (> 2.3 ms) were identified.
The code predicts different fuelling efficiencies for different injection geometries.
In contrast, the experimental results have shown that the fuelling efficiency is
independent of the pellet injection geometry. As opposed to hydrogen gas fuelling,
pellet injection was found to allow for centrally-dominated plasma fuelling.
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Introduction

Since the beginning of mankind, the guest for convenience and prosperity has led
to the development of tools and facilities. First and foremost, natural resources
like wind and water (beside animals) were used to power tools like wind- and
watermills and ships when muscle-driven tools no longer produced sufficient output.
Ever since the industrial revolution of the late 18th century, these resources could
not meet the rapidly increasing demand for energy; therefore, burning fossil fuels
became more and more predominant. Although these energy resources gave access
to accelerated technological advancement and raised the standard of living, their
usage was accompanied by a crucial drawback: the hitherto stored carbon was
oxidized during combustion, producing dramatist amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2),
that were subsequently released into the atmosphere.

Fig. 0.0.1.: Monthly mean atmospheric CO2 at Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii.
The CO2 data (red curve) are reported as a dry mole fraction defined
as the number of molecules of carbon dioxide divided by the number of
molecules of dry air (in ppm) [2].
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Introduction

The CO2 content of earth’s atmosphere stayed well below 300 ppm for 20 000
years before 1800 ([3] p. 448). In the last decades, the CO2 level suddenly rose,
exceeding 400 ppm as shown in fig. 0.0.1. According to the greenhouse theory of
climate change [4], this alarming increase of CO2 (besides other anthropogenic
gases emitted like nitrous oxide (N2O) or methane (CH4)) leads to an increase of
the atmosphere’s temperature known as “global warming” or “climate change”.
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Fig. 0.0.2.: Transmission of electromagnetic waves through different gases for wave-
lengths in the range of UV (ultra violet) - VIS (visible) - IR (infrared)
indicated by the coloured areas below the black curves. Spectral data
taken from [5].

The incoming solar radiation’s wavelength mainly lies below 3 µm (indicated by
the red line in fig. 0.0.2) whereas the back-body radiation of the earth’s surface
occurs above the red line in the IR range. Therefore, the incoming solar radiation
is transmitted through the atmosphere with almost no disturbance, heating up the
earth’s surface. The resulting thermal radiation cannot easily escape the atmosphere
due to its longer wavelength (& 3 µm). This is because most of the wavelength
interval above 3 µm is not transparent due to the H2O vapour absorption. The
increase of the aforementioned gases, especially CO2, partially blocks the remaining
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intervals as can be seen from fig. 0.0.2. The increased radiation insulation is the
main driver of anthropogenic climate change.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is a United Nations
scientific body providing an objective, scientific view on climate change and its
political and economic impacts. In its last synthesis report [6] the IPCC states:

“Continued emission of greenhouse gases will cause further warming and
long-lasting changes in all components of the climate system, increasing
the likelihood of severe, pervasive and irreversible impacts for people
and ecosystems. Limiting climate change would require substantial and
sustained reductions in greenhouse gas emissions which, together with
adaptation, can limit climate change risks.”

The IPCC does not only analyse the current situation and mention climate change’s
impacts and their likelihood; it also provides possible mitigation scenarios. The
most effective interventions according to the report [6] could be made in the
transportation, industry and electricity generation sectors. In Germany the fraction
of fossil energy sources for those sectors were 95 %, 83 %, and 59 %, respectively,
in 2016 [7], while they were causing 13.8 %, 16.8 %, and 25.7 % of the global CO2
emission in 2010 [6]. This equates to more than half of the total greenhouse gas
emission in 2010 and is likely to increase further. To reduce the anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emission and fight global warming and its catastrophic impacts, it is
necessary to find alternatives to fossil energy sources. The current alternatives suffer
from high spatial requirements (wind, solar, water), low social acceptance (wind,
nuclear fission), or possible persistent radioactive contamination and long-term
storage issues (nuclear fission).
A non-renewable (but on human timescales infinite available) energy source is
provided by nuclear fusion. Today the only place in our solar system where fusion
is happening on a relevant scale is the core of the sun. The largest contributions
to sun’s mass of (1.988 55 ± 0.000 25) × 1030 kg [8] are from hydrogen (73.5 %) and
helium (24.9 %) [9]. The high temperature in the sun’s core region leads to a full
ionization of the atoms, forming a “plasma”, and the high mass pressure leads
to frequently occurring collisions between the plasma particles of which a certain
fraction results in a fusion reaction. “A plasma is a quasineutral gas of charged and
neutral particles which exhibits collective behaviour.” (e.g. [10] p. 3). In the sun’s
case, the proton-proton chain reaction is the most dominant fusion reaction with
respect to the total energy output. In the first step, two protons collide. Under the
aforementioned conditions some of the protons have high enough kinetic energy to
tunnel trough the electrostatic Coulomb barrier and get close enough for the strong
force, an attractive force that is stronger than Coulombs force across very short
distances (<2.5 fm), to come into play. Through these collisions the two nuclei fuse
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together and form a single nucleus; this process is called fusion. The fusion of the
hydrogen cores generates a deuterium nucleus (= one proton + one neutron), a
positron, and a neutrino. Next, the deuterium core and another proton fuse to
3He2+ (helium-3 core = two protons + one neutron), emitting a gamma photon;
finally, two 3He cores fuse to two protons and form one 4He2+ (helium-4 core = two
protons + two neutrons). The helium-4 core is sightly lighter than the four protons
together. This mass defect can be explained by the increasing binding energy per
nucleon shown in fig. 0.0.3, and, according to Einstein’s formula E = mc2, releases
a certain amount of energy.
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Fig. 0.0.3.: Binding energy per nucleus. Nuclear data taken from [11].

As can be seen, the fusion of hydrogen (1H) to helium-4 (4He) releases several MeV
of energy that is partially converted into kinetic energy of the involved particles
and partially into the energy of the gamma photon. The significant difference in
binding energy per nucleon is what makes fusion the most effective energy source
within reach. Even for nuclear fission employed in fission power plants, where 235U
(uranium) is split into 139Ba (barium), 95Kr (krypton), and a neutron, the released
energy per nucleon is much smaller as explained by the smaller binding energy
increment per nucleon for those nuclei (cf. fig. 0.0.3). For chemical reactions, like
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burning fossil fuels, the released energy per molecule is orders of magnitude smaller.
For instance, the reaction of a carbon atom and an oxygen molecule forming a
carbon dioxide molecule releases ≈ 5 eV [12].
Unfortunately it is not possible to gravitationally confine a plasma on earth and
no known material could withstand the sun’s core temperature. Therefore, it is
necessary to make use of scientific knowledge and find solutions to these difficulties.
A very promising approach is to magnetically confine a fusion plasma in a toroidal
configuration. The charged plasma particles are bound to magnetic field lines by
the Lorentz force as is explained in section 1.1.1. To avoid losses, the magnetic
field lines bend, forming self-closing tori. The magnetic field gradient of such
configurations leads to charge separation resulting in an electric field. This again
introduces a radial particle drift towards the outer edge of the torus as will be
explained in section 1.1.5. A poloidal magnetic field component applying a twist
to the field lines can compensate these drifts. Different concepts were developed
to generate the poloidal magnetic field realised by the two leading experimental
setups the “tokamak” [13] and the “stellarator” [14]. While tokamaks use an
induce toroidal plasma current which in turn creates a poloidal magnetic field,
stellarators twist the magnetic field around itself along the torus using complex
three-dimensional coil-setups.
However, the proton-proton chain reaction is not the most suitable fusion reaction
for reproduction on earth due to its low fusion cross-section. The probability for
a fusion reaction to occur is in proportion to its fusion cross-section. The fusion
of deuterium (2H or D) and tritium (3H or T) is currently the best candidate for
future fusion power plants.

D + T → 4He + neutron + energy.

The D-T fusion cross-section peaks at 102 keV, exceeding all other possible fusion
reactions’ cross-sections in this temperature interval [15]. Additionally, the potential
binding energy step is still large (cf. fig. 0.0.3). Both deuterium and tritium are
easily accessible. The first is a stable isotope of hydrogen with a natural occurrence
of 0.015 % [16] which, given the large amounts of hydrogen as part of water molecules
in Earth’s oceans, will suffice for millions of years of fusion energy. Although tritium
is an unstable hydrogen isotope with a half-life of approx 12 years [15], and hence not
naturally occurring, it can be produced from lithium (Li), which is very abundant
on Earth, and could be used for fusion energy production for thousands of years
[17]. Depending on the neutron kinetic energy, two reaction regimes are possible:
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6Li + neutron → 4He + T + energy,
7Li + neutron → 4He + T + n − energy.

Due to the finite size of fusion plasmas on Earth, a pedestal region must exist
connecting the hot plasma with the cooler surroundings; this means a temperature
gradient must exist as well. One of the major challenges of today’s fusion research
is to shape this gradient region such that the vessel walls are not harmed from
the close by plasma; and the core plasma is not disturbed by the plasma-wall
interactions at the edge regions. The high temperatures sufficient for fusion reac-
tions to occur are only reached in the core regions of the plasma. Therefore the
fuel, deuterium and tritium, which is diluted by the fusion reaction, needs to be
replenished.
Unfortunately, the magnetic confinement not only prevents the inner particles from
escaping the plasma, but also it hinders outer charged particles from penetrating
the plasma. This makes the refuelling of the plasma core very difficult. A promising
technique is the injection of cryogenic fuelling pellets as described in sections 1.4
and 2.2 [18]. Pellet injection fuelling has already been performed in previous exper-
iments conducted on large plasma machines like ASDEX Upgrade and JET [19, 20].
However, the work done so far has been mainly dedicated to Tokamak experiments.
To establish effective and reliable pellet fuelling schemes for stellarator plasmas,
it is necessary to fully understand the physics behind the injection process and
the subsequent particle deposition within the plasma. Significant differences are
expected due to the different magnetic field setup.
One of the main goals of Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) [21], a large state-of-the-art
stellarator plasma experiment established in Greifswald, Germany in 2015, is to
achieve high performance steady-state plasmas and hence to reach and sustain high
plasma core densities. It has been equipped with several diagnostics, one being
the Thomson scattering system (cf. section 2.3). Its ability to radially measure
temperature and density makes it a particularly favourable system to study the
pellet injection process. Nevertheless, a limitation is the low repetition frequency
of the standard Thomson scattering system of 10 Hz, which is much too low for
the very short timescales during which the pellet processes take place (≤ 1 ms).

The aim of this thesis is to develop an upgrade of the Wendelstein 7-X Thomson
scattering diagnostic which allows for the study of short transient plasma effects.
The chosen approach is based on the so-called “burst-mode” operation of a pulsed
laser synchronized to pellet injection experiments for stellarator fuelling. Both
techniques, event-synchronized Thomson scattering and burst-mode Thomson
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scattering, were previously demonstrated at other magnetic confinement fusion
experiments individually [22, 23], whereas in the course of this thesis both were
combined in one system.
The theoretical background of pellet injection and the general plasma physics
necessary in this context are given in the 1st chapter as well as a short introduction
to laser physics relevant to the burst mode operation of the Thomson scattering
laser system. The general feasibility of non-uniform laser triggering for event-
synchronization are derived employing the general heat equation to assess the
thermal-temporal limits given by the laser setup.
The current setup of both the W7-X pellet injector and the Thomson scattering
diagnostic are introduced in chapter 2 after the W7-X plasma experiment and its
main machine parameters were described.
The event trigger system developed as part of this work allows for the Thomson
diagnostic to run in burst mode with the temporally-short fast-repetitive bursts
to be triggered by occurring plasma events. This system is presented in chapter 3
with a focus on the implementation of the pellet trigger signal and a subsequent
study of the Thomson scattering laser’s performance in burst-mode operation. In
the second half of the 3rd chapter, the absolute density calibration of the new
operation mode and the verification of its ability to measure the effects for which
it has been designed is shown.
Finally, in chapter 4 selected data from event-triggered burst mode measurements
are presented. The excellent dataset obtained using the burst mode system allowed
for the comparison of the experimental results and the theoretical predictions. An
analysis of the effects of serial pellet injection and different injection geometries as
well as a comparison of pellet fuelling and gas fuelling is performed. In this context,
observations of the particle transport timescale currently dominating W7-X plasmas
are presented.
The essential diagnostic development achievements and physics findings obtained
within this work are summarised and evaluated in the conclusions in chapter 5
accompanied by a brief outlook to the further applications and improvements of
the “event-triggered burst-mode Thomson scattering system”.
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1. Theoretical Background

The deliberations and experiments presented in this thesis pertain various fields
within physics. To put everything in the correct context, an overview of the main
theoretical concepts will be given in this chapter. At first, the concepts of magnetic
confinement plasma physics relevant to this thesis will be discussed. The derivations
mainly follow the High Temperature Plasma Physics lecture by Prof. Dr. Thomas
Sunn Pedersen held in 2017 at the University of Greifswald, published in [24].
Thereafter follow the physics principles of pulsed high power laser systems, and
the proposed diagnostic’s upgrade is illuminated from the theoretical side. An
assessment of the expected operational limits is performed employing the general
heat equation. A separate section is devoted to the well-established understanding
of the Thomson scattering process and its diagnostic application including the main
post-processing steps necessary to obtain the electron temperature and density.
Finally, the basic mechanisms of pellet injection in hot magnetically confined
plasmas are outlined together with simulated predictions to be compared to the
later measurements.
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1. Theoretical Background

1.1. Introduction to Plasma Physics

1.1.1. Charged Particle Motion in Electromagnetic Fields

The forces on a particle of charge q and mass m moving in an electromagnetic field
can be combined to form an equation of motion commonly known as Lorentz force
equation [10].

m
dv

dt
= q (E + v × B) , (1.1.1)

with
v . . . particle velocity,
E . . . electric field vector and
B . . . magnetic flux density.

F = qE describes the force resulting from the electric field whereas F = qv × B
results from the magnetic field. In the absence of an electric field (E = 0) and if
the background magnetic field can be assumed to be constant (B = B0ez), the
equation of motion reduces to an ordinary differential equation. Without loss of
generality the direction of the magnetic field was choosen to be parallel to ez. After
application of the cross product, equation 1.1.1 then yields:

dvx

dt
= |q| B0

m
vy,

dvy

dt
= − |q| B0

m
vx,

dvz

dt
= 0.

(1.1.2)

The solution is known to be a harmonic wave and can be written as:

x = v⊥

ωc
sin(ωct + δ) + xgc,

y = v⊥

ωc
cos(ωct + δ) + ygc,

z = v‖t + zgc.

(1.1.3)

Where δ is an arbitrary phase shift and v⊥ and v‖ are the resulting particle velocity
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1.1. Introduction to Plasma Physics

components with respect to the magnetic field direction. Thus two motions can be
distinguished: a parallel motion along the field line (ez-direction) and a circular
motion perpendicular to ez. The particle hence appears to be “pinned” to a field
line, orbiting it in a so-called “gyro motion”. The axis of this motion, defined by
the initial coordinates xgc, ygc, and zgc as well as the direction ez, is called the
“guiding centre” accordingly. The frequency of the gyration:

ωc = |q| B0

m
, (1.1.4)

is called the “cyclotron frequency” or “gyrofrequency” and its radius:

rL = v⊥

ωc
= mv⊥

|q| B0
, (1.1.5)

is know as the “Larmor radius” or “gyroradius”.

1.1.2. Magnetic Flux and Rotational Transform

As has been mentioned in the introduction, the magnetic field in tokamaks and
stellarators is neither straight nor constant. This is why the particles experience
several drift forces discussed in a subsequent section. In fact the field lines are both
circularly bent and twisted. Therefore, it is convenient to introduce a torus coordi-
nate system, which reflects this geometry. The magnetic field B can be separated
into two components in this coordinate system as shown in fig. 1.1.1. Poloidal
quantities point in direction of the poloidal angle Φpol and toroidal quantities
point in direction of the toroidal angle Φtor. The poloidal and toroidal component
of the magnetic field are denoted as Bpol and Btor, respectively. The magnetic
flux Ψ passing trough a surface S is defined as the surface integral of the normal
component of the magnetic field B passing through that surface:

Ψ =
∫∫
S

B · d S. (1.1.6)

Accordingly, Ψpol denotes the flux, which is introduced by the poloidal component
of the magnetic field, Bpol, passing trough a toroidal cross section of the torus and
Ψtor is introduced by the toroidal component of the magnetic field, Btor, passing
trough a poloidal cross section of the torus. The measure for the amount of twist
of the magnetic field lines around the torus is called the “rotational transform” and
is defined as:
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1. Theoretical Background

ῑ = 1
2π

dΨpol

dΨtor
, (1.1.7)

which can be paraphrased as the number of poloidal transits per single toroidal
transit of a field line on a toroidal flux surface.

B

Btor

Bpol

flux
surface

magnetic
field line

magnetic
axis

Z

ϕpol
r

R0

R

ϕtor

Fig. 1.1.1.: Introduction of poloidal and toroidal direction on the example of a
selection of nested flux surfaces in a toroidal magnetic field configuration.
Z, R, r, Φpol, and Φtor are coordinates of the toroidal coordinate system.
R0 is the major radius of the tori and r the minor radius of each
individual torus. Toroidal and poloidal quantities are denoted by “tor”
and “pol”, respectively.

In in W7-X ῑ is close to 1 but usually chosen such that rationales (m/n with
m, n ∈ N) are avoided which means that the field lines are not self-closing for a
finite number of toroidal turns. One field line rather spans a toroidally shaped so
called “magnetic flux surface”. These flux surfaces contain a constant amount of
total magnetic flux Ψ = Ψpol + Ψtor. In the case of W7-X, due to its complex 3D
magnetic field, the shape of the toroidal flux surface cross section changes from
bean-like to triangular five times in one toroidal revolution. The innermost surface,
containing zero flux, is called the “magnetic axis”, and the outermost surface the
“last closed flux surface” (LCFS), which is the boundary of the confined plasma
region. The flux surfaces can be labelled from 0 (magnetic axis) to 1 (LCFS). With
the assumption that transport phenomena perpendicular to these flux surfaces are
much slower than parallel ones, physics parameters such as density, temperature,
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etc., are constant on flux surfaces. The underlying assumption can be explained by
the gyration of charged plasma particles along the field lines. By implication, the
gyro motion allows free streaming of the particles along the field lines implying
long mean free paths and thus fast transport. Perpendicular to the field lines, or
flux surfaces, no free propagation is possible for charged particles. Therefore, the
particles can only spread through collisions. In the purely classical approach, the
mean free path for these random walk like collisions is of the order of the gyroradius
and according to the neoclassical theory about an order of magnitude higher ([10]
pp. 188). Nevertheless, the particle velocity parallel to the field lines exceeds the
velocity perpendicular to them, depending on the exact plasma conditions, by a
factor of 108 - 1010 [25].

1.1.3. Temperature, Density, and Pressure

The density of a plasma is usually described by a number density nα = Nα/V , where
Nα is the particle number and V the reference volume; α indicates the particle
species. The index α = e denotes the electrons and α = i the ions. If multiple ion
species occur within the plasma, a further distinction can be made. The plasma
temperature of each species, is normally quoted in electron volts (eV) as kBTα

including kB, the Boltzmann constant ((8.617 330 3 ± 0.000 005 0) × 10−5 eV/K)
[15], and e the elementary charge ((1.602 176 620 8 ± 0.000 000 009 8) × 10−19 C)
[15]. The notation is convenient in a hot fusion plasma where the particles usually
are Maxwell-Boltzmann-distributed [26], which, for instance, allows the application
of the ideal gas pressure in the form [10]:

pplasma =
∑

α

nαkBTα. (1.1.8)

If a plasma of pressure pplasma is confined within a finite volume by a magnetic field,
as in a fusion device, a pressure gradient corresponding to a force F = ∇pplasma
must exist. In the plasma fluid model this can be expressed by the low frequency
magnetohydrodynamics equilibrium equation [27]:

∇pplasma = j × B, (1.1.9)

where j = (∇ × B)/µ0 is the plasma current with µ0 = 4π × 10−7 H/m [15] being
the magnetic constant or vacuum permeability. From this equation it can be seen
that ∇pplasma must be perpendicular to B, meaning B · ∇pplasma = 0. The only 3D
topology satisfying this criterium is a torus, which is the reason why it was chosen
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1. Theoretical Background

to be the geometry of most magnetic confinement fusion experiments.
A commonly employed measure for the quality of the plasma confinement by a
particular magnetic field in fusion science is the ratio of the mean plasma pressure
to the magnetic field pressure [10]:

β = 〈pplasma〉
pmag

, (1.1.10)

where pmag = B2/2µ0.

1.1.4. Debye Shielding

In plasma physics, the Debye length λD [28] is a measure for the range of the
electrostatic effects of the internal plasma (or any external) charge carriers. The
corresponding Debye sphere is a volume whose radius is the Debye length. Within
one Debye length, the electric potential Φ(r) of a particular charge carrier in the
plasma will decrease in magnitude by 1/e (with e being the irrational Euler’s
number) corresponding to a perfect electrical screening on length scales � λD.
A plasma’s Debye length can be obtained by combining Poisson’s equation [29]
with the Maxwell-Boltzmann-distribution to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for a
electrically neutral system:

ε0∇2Φ(r) = −
N∑

α=1
qαnα exp

(
−qα Φ(r)

kBT

)
, (1.1.11)

where ε0 = 1/µ0c2 [15] is the electric constant or vacuum permittivity with c
= 299 792 458 m/s [15] being the vacuum speed of light. In the high-temperature
limit, qα Φ(r) � kBT , which usually applies to fusion plasmas, the exponential in
equation 1.1.11 can be Taylor expanded:

exp
(

−qα Φ(r)
kBT

)
≈ 1 − qα Φ(r)

kBT
. (1.1.12)

Now the Debye length can be identified as the characteristic length scale in the
linearised Poisson-Boltzmann equation:

∇2Φ(r) = 1
ε0

(
N∑

α=1

q2
αnα

kBT

)
Φ(r), (1.1.13)
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1.1. Introduction to Plasma Physics

λD =
√√√√ ε0kBT∑N

α=1 q2
αnα

. (1.1.14)

1.1.5. Particle Drift Motions

Drifts arising from general external forces F can be discussed in a general manner
by replacing the electric field E in equation 1.1.1 by F :

m
dv

dt
= q (F + v × B) . (1.1.15)

The velocity can be split into parallel and perpendicular components with respect
to the guiding centre. Whereas the drifts along the field lines do not cause particle
drifts and hence do not need to be compensated, the perpendicular drifts are of
major interest.

m
dvd

dt
= q (F⊥ + vd × B) . (1.1.16)

Without loss of generality B = B0ez and F ⊥ = Fxex + Fyey can be chosen.
Applying the cross product, the components of equation 1.1.16 become:

dvx

dt
= B0

qm

(
vy + Fx

qB0

)
,

dvy

dt
= B0

qm

(
vx − Fy

qB0

)
,

dvz

dt
= 0.

(1.1.17)

The fractions Fx/qB0 and Fy/qB0 relate to the x- and y-components of the drift
velocity respectively. With Fx, Fy, q, and B0 being constant, the drift velocity vd
must also be constant, and dvd/dt = 0. Applying another cross product with B
from the right and using the vector identity (a × b) × c = b · (a · c) − a · (b · c)
equation 1.1.16 now yields:
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0 = F⊥ × B + q
(

B ·�����: 0(vd · B) − vd · B2
)

. (1.1.18)

With vd ⊥ B the first term in the brackets equals zero, and the general drift
velocity is given by:

vd = F ⊥ × B

qB2 (1.1.19)

To obtain the most relevant single particle drifts in toroidally confined plasmas,
the particular force simply needs to be inserted into equation 1.1.19. The two
drifts discussed throughout the thesis arise from the gradient of the magnetic field
∇B and the electric field E introduced by the charge separation created from the
∇B-drift. If the perpendicular force does not linearly depend on q (as in the case
of ∇B), positively and negatively charged particles will drift in opposite directions.
These drifts are the reason why a poloidal magnetic field was introduced which, by
twisting the field lines around the torus, might compensate for the drifts. Moreover,
the exact same drifts will be relevant for the charge separation in “plasmoids” and
the resulting E × B-drift discussed in section 1.4.

The two corresponding drift velocities are:

∇B-drift: v∇B = −µ∇B × B

qB2 ,

vE×B = E × B

B2 .E × B-drift:

The magnetic moment µ is defined as (mv2
⊥/2B)eµ [10].

For stellarators, it has been theoretically predicted that particle drifts result in
hollow density profiles [30] caused by neoclassical thermo-diffusion. Unfortunately,
the plasma core is the region where fusion will most likely occur, and thus the
fusion of the fuel itself dilutes the plasma core even further. Therefore, developing
central particle fuelling techniques is vital for the practicality of toroidal magnetic
confinement devices as future fusion power plants.
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1.2. Laser Physics

1.2. Laser Physics

The general physics behind LASERs (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission
of Radiation) explained by Einsteins Quantum Theory of Radiation [31] and the
quantum physics picture of the atomic model provide the basis for this chapter.
The specific case of a Nd:YAG laser system will be briefly introduced followed by
considerations on different laser operation modes and an assessment of the thermal
conditions in a laser rod.

1.2.1. Nd:YAG Lasers

Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (short Nd:YAG) crystals have been
employed as lasing medium first in 1964 by J. E. Geusic et. al. [32]. The lasing
medium consists of neodymium3+ - ions embedded in a transparent Y3Al5O12 crystal
lattice.

E

Optical 
Pumping

Radiationless
Transitions

Laser Emission 
1064 nm

4I9/2

4I11/2

4I13/2

4F3/2

4F5/2

Radiation Radiatione-

e-

e-

e-

Further Splitting Introduced 
by the Interaction With the 

Crystals Electric Field 

Fig. 1.2.1.: Optical transitions in an Nd3+ - ion used to emit λ = 1064 nm.
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Neodymium builds an ideal four level laser system for the optical transitions shown
in fig. 1.2.1. After being excited by the incident pump-radiation the electrons in
the pump level 4F5/2 relax quick, radiation less and with high efficiency to the
upper laser level 4F3/2. The 4F3/2 level is meta-stable (τ = 230 µs). It cannot relax
quickly to the ground state 4I9/2 or other 4I-levels, because in the crystals field the
electric dipole mechanism (∆l

!= ±1) is forbidden [33]. Nevertheless, it relaxes by
stimulated emission into the lower laser level 4I11/2, emitting a photon with λ =
1064 nm. The lower laser level, like the pump level, undergoes a fast, non-radiative
decay into the ground state 4I9/2. The 4I9/2 level consists of 5 sub-states and the
4F5/2 level of 3 sub-states introduced by the electron orbit interaction with the
crystal electric field. This increases the efficiency of the pumping, because several
wavelength are accepted (i.e. 808 nm, 869 nm and 885 nm [33]).
A typical setup of a high power Nd:YAG laser is shown in fig. 1.2.2:

Amplifier Oscillator

Output 
Mirror

 
Mirror

Flash Lamps

Nd:YAG Rods

Pockels 
Cell

Laser Beam Polarizer

Fig. 1.2.2.: Schematic setup of a Nd:YAG laser.

The flash lamps, or occasionally diode lasers, are used as optical pumps. In the
oscillator stage of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser the laser light is generated and released
after applying a high voltage to the Pockels cell. The cell is equivalent to a Q-switch,
selecting the polarization direction of the polarizer and hence allowing successful
lasing between the two mirrors only if it is “open”. To increase the power output,
one or more amplification stages are usually introduced thus spreading the incident
thermal power load from the flash lamps to multiple rods. With this setup, as
in the case of the W7-X Thomson scattering diagnostic lasers, typical figures are
0.5 - 2.5 J of energy per pulse, ≈ 10 ns pulse length and repetition frequencies of
10 - 20 Hz.
The timing between the components displayed in fig. 1.2.2 must be set carefully.
It has a huge influence on the laser beam and pulse properties and could, if
set incorrectly, destroy the laser. According to the physics explained above, the
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1.2. Laser Physics

population inversion in the oscillator Nd:YAG rods in our case is introduced by
the absorption of pump light emitted from the oscillator flash lamps for 200 µs.
After reaching its maximum at about 215 µs after the start of the flash lamp pulse,
the Pockels cell opens and the lasing in the oscillator begins. At this moment, the
population inversion in the amplifier Nd:YAG rod needs to be at its maximum to
gain maximum energy outputs. Therefore, the amplifier flash lamps are triggered
simultaneously with the oscillator flash lamps. If the energy of the laser pulse has
to be reduced, the trigger of the amplifier flash lamp and hence the population
inversion of the amplifier rod can be delayed. Additionally it is possible to reduce
the flash lamp voltage, which reduces the intensity of their radiated light and
therefore excite fewer electrons to the pump levels. The general timing, without
taking amplification stages into account, is shown in fig. 1.2.3:
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Fig. 1.2.3.: Timing for a single laser pulse emitted from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser
without amplifier. The Pockels cell (PC) laser pulse duration in this
figure does not scale to the flash lamp (FL) and the population inversion
duration.

Only if the interplay between the different components is well adjusted, keeping
important parameters like the above mentioned thermal loads in a safe range, will
the laser operate in a stable regime. The thermal conditions in the laser greatly
affect properties like the beam pointing stability and the beam profile as discussed
in section 3.3.
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1.2.2. Burst-Mode Operation

A special operation mode featuring short trains of multiple pulses emitted by a
laser in a very short time interval is called “burst mode”. One technique to achieve
burst-mode operation for Nd:YAG lasers is the reduction of the repetition frequency
by a factor of two, replacing the single flash lamp pulse cycle by two cycles. The
minimum delay between two pulses is therefore limited by the duration of a flash
lamp discharge. Another more complex option is to extract two or more pulses
from a single flash lamp cycle during the time the flash lamp is still pumping the
laser as shown in fig. 1.2.4.
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Fig. 1.2.4.: Timing for two laser pulses (double Pockels cell (PC) pulse) emitted from
a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The Pockels cell (PC) laser pulse durations in
this figure do not scale to the flash lamp (FL) and population inversion
duration. The former single PC pulse is displayed semi-transparent for
comparison.

Via this method, the energy of the single FL pulse is split to the multi pulses as
indicated by the intensity decrease. The original single PC laser pulse intensity
is displayed semi-transparent for comparison. The amount of pulses generated by
this method is in principle not limited. Nevertheless the reduction of the individual
pulse energies is an expensive trade off for additional pulses. This is why two
pulses are used in general. The maximal delay between such pulses is limited by
the population inversion lifetime and the flash lamp discharge duration.
The average thermal conditions in the laser rod stay the same for both methods. For
the first method, the reduction from the half repetition frequency is compensated
by the double flash lamp pulse. The second method does not affect the thermal
conditions at all because the second pulse is not generated by a separate flash.
By combining the two methods, a pulse train of typically four pulses emitted
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1.2. Laser Physics

from one laser, as shown in figure 1.2.5, is possible. With respect to the temporal
boundary conditions a robust operation regime had to be found and qualified not
to exceed operation limits causing harm to the laser and beam path components
of the diagnostic. This systematic study is presented in section 3.3) although the
optimized timings will be used in this section for illustration purpose already.
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Fig. 1.2.5.: Burst pulse train emitted by one laser combining flash lamp (FL) and
Pockels cell (PC) double pulses.

With the three available W7-X Thomson scattering lasers, this pattern can be
extended to a train of 12 pulses with uniform increment of 100 µs as shown in fig.
1.2.6. It will provide Thomson scattering data with a repetition frequency of 10 kHz
for the duration of 1.2 ms based on a 5 Hz repetition frequency. Many combinations
of burst and non-burst modes and timings could be set for different requirements
utilizing three lasers. These pulse trains must be synchronized with fast, randomly
occurring events. The general feasibility of this aim will be demonstrated in the
next section.
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Fig. 1.2.6.: Pulse train for combined three-laser burst-mode operation.
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1.2.3. Thermal Limits of Non-Uniform Laser Pulse Triggering

The unpredictability of occurring events (like the pellet injection - given its huge
jitter) require contentiously operating diagnostics with high temporal resolution or,
as in the case of low repetition frequency measurements like Thomson scattering,
triggers that match the timing of the events. But even if a good trigger can be
found, it is not trivial to implement it within a diagnostic. In the case of the
Thomson scattering system, it is not possible to take a measurement only when
the event occurs. As an “operational diagnostic”, the Thomson scattering system
is required for the safe operation of W7-X. Additionally, the lasers need a consisted
repetition frequency to achieve stable thermal conditions; the heat up alone takes
several seconds. At the first glance it does not seem possible at all to trigger the
Thomson scattering system using fast events. For pellets with a nominal repetition
frequency of ≈ 30 Hz and a jitter in the range of 1/30 Hz, a deviation of about
30 ms from the regular Thomson timing would be necessary in a time interval of
the same scale. To circumvent the restrictions given by the thermal conditions of
the laser, the slow nature of thermal processes is exploited. If one could show that
the thermal conditions in the laser remain similar for the required deviation from
the regular Thomson timings, the design of a (pellet) event-triggered Thomson
scattering diagnostic becomes possible. To access the thermal processes in the
Nd:YAG rods, the following appraisal was utilized:

The thermal energy in an arbitrary volume (for example a volume element of a
Nd:YAG rod):

E(t) =
∫
V

ρc · T (x, t) dx (1.2.1)

where
ρ . . . mass density,
c . . . specific heat capacity,
T (x, t) . . . temperature, time and space dependent,

changes by the heat flux density q(x, t) entering or leaving trough its surface ∂V :

∂Ein

∂t
− ∂Eout

∂t
=
∮

∂V

q(x, t) · n̂ d(∂V ), (1.2.2)

where n̂ is the normal vector of the surface ∂V .
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In the case of the hot Nd:YAG rod, ∂Ein

∂t
and ∂Eout

∂t
of neighbouring volume

elements cancel. The temperature of the surrounding air is less than the rod’s
temperature during laser operation. According to the second law of thermodynamics
[34], the heat flux into the rod, and therefore ∂Ein

∂t
, goes to zero in-between the

flash lamp flashes. This means equation 1.2.2 can be rewritten as:

− ∂E

∂t
=
∮

∂V

q(x, t) · n̂ d(∂V ). (1.2.3)

Note: ∂Eout

∂t
= ∂Etotal

∂t
= ∂E

∂t
.

After applying Gauss’s law, equation 1.2.3 can be written as:

∂E

∂t
= −

∫
V

∇(q(x, t)) dx, (1.2.4)

which can be combined with the temporal derivation of equation 1.2.1:

∫
V

ρc · ∂T (x, t)
∂t

dx = −
∫
V

∇(q(x, t)) dx,

0 =
∫
V

ρc · ∂T (x, t)
∂t

dx +
∫
V

∇(q(x, t)) dx,

0 =
∫
V

(
ρc · ∂T (x, t)

∂t
+ ∇(q(x, t))

)
dx.

(1.2.5)

Therefore ρc · ∂T (x, t)
∂t

+ ∇(q(x, t)) = 0 applies to all volume elements.

With Fourier’s law of heat conduction [35], q(x, t) = −κ∇T (x, t), where κ is the
thermal conductivity, the General Heat Equation results as follows:

∂

∂t
T (x, t) − ∇

((
κ

ρc

)
∇T (x, t)

)
= 0,

∂

∂t
T (x, t) − κ

ρc
∆T (x, t) = 0.

(1.2.6)
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Including heat sources or sinks, as in the case of the Nd:YAG rod, the right hand
side of equation 1.2.6 would not be zero. As explained, the rod is warmer than
the surrounding air after a sufficient number of flash lamp flashes introduced a
quasi-stationary equilibrium. Therefore, the zero is replaced with a pure sink term
in-between the flash lamp flashes (which usually would be sources). In cylindrical
coordinates, and assuming cylindrical symmetry (T (ϕ) = const.) for the rod, the
General Heat Equation becomes:

∂

∂t
T (r, z, t) − κ

ρc

(
1
r

∂

∂r

(
r

∂

∂r
T (r, z, t)

)
+ 1

r

∂2

∂z2 T (r, z, t)
)

= sink term. (1.2.7)

Multiplying by
∣∣∣∣∣·r2ρc

κ
:

r2ρc

κ

∂

∂t
T (r, z, t) − r

∂

∂r

(
r

∂

∂r
T (r, z, t)

)
+ r

∂2

∂z2 T (r, z, t) = sink term, (1.2.8)

the term in front of ∂

∂t
T (r, z, t) can be identified as a typical time constant for the

heat flowing out of the rod in-between two flash lamp flashes.
The characteristic length of a 3-D object describing its general shape can be defined
as ratio between volume and surface. For the Nd:YAG rod, which is a thin cylinder
of finite length, the ratio gives:

Vrod

∂Vrod
= πr2

rodLrod

2πrrodLrod
= rrod

2 (1.2.9)

Thus the characteristic time constant for the rods is:

τthermal = r2
rodρc

4κ
(1.2.10)

The W7-X Thomson scattering laser rods have radii of 6.35 mm in the oscillator and
up to 12 mm in the amplifiers. A YAG crystal has a density of ρ ≈ 4.56 × 106 g/m3,
a thermal conductivity of κ ≈ 12.9 W/mK and a specific heat capacity of c ≈
0.59 Ws/gK [36]. These values give a τthermal on the order of 1.9 - 7.5 s.
This demonstrates that the flash lamp pulses can be non-uniformly distributed
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with variations tens of milliseconds, keeping the total number of pulses constant
within several hundred milliseconds. This fundamentally allowed the design of the
event-triggered (burst-mode) Thomson scattering diagnostic as described in this
thesis.
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1.3. Overview on Thomson Scattering Physics and
Diagnostic Application

Thomson scattering is a well-established non-pertubative experimental technique
used to determine the velocity distribution (temperature) and density of plasma
electrons [37] and is employed at most state-of-the-art magnetic confinement plasma
experiments [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. The underlying principle is the scattering of pho-
tons by the plasma particles. The derivations in this subsection mainly rely on the
book “Principles of Plasma Diagnostics” by I. H. Hutchinson [37].
As mentioned in the introduction, a plasma in general shows collective behaviour.
Nevertheless, on length-scales smaller than the Debye length λD (cf. equation
1.1.14), this generalization does not hold. Therefore, usually two cases are distin-
guished: “coherent”, or “collective”, Thomson scattering and “incoherent” Thomson
scattering. In the former case, the scattering of the light from the particles within
a Debye sphere will add-up coherently since there is negligible phase difference
between them. In the later case, the phase difference between photons scattered by
particles within the sphere is large, which is why it is called incoherent Thomson
scattering. It applies in the case when ksλD � 1, where ks is the absolute value of
the wave vector ks of the scattered wave introduced in fig. 1.3.1.

Incident
Wave

Scattered
WaveEi
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ki
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EseEs

Fig. 1.3.1.: Vector diagram for the Thomson scattering of an electromagnetic wave,
linear polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane (Ei ⊥ s; Ei ⊥ i
always), by a single particle (taken from [37] - modified). E is the electric
field of the wave and e its direction. The wave vectors are denoted
by k, and v is the velocity of the plasma particle. The indices i and
s indicate quantities of the incident and scattered waves, respectively,
and so do i and s indicate their directions.

In an experimental setup, incoherent Thomson scattering can be observed by
a particular selection of the observation direction (i.e. perpendicular to the e-
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direction) and an appropriate probing wave’s wavelength and polarization. The
high-power Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers, introduced in section 1.2.1, emit linear
polarized light that can be set perpendicular to the scattering plane as shown in
fig. 1.3.1. Their wavelength, λ = 1064 nm, which relates to the wave vector by
|k| = 2π/λ, lies in the desired range for the plasmas of interest for this thesis.
The subsequent described processes focus on incoherent Thomson scattering in the
aforementioned geometry, and thus allow for a treatment of the particles as free
particles, excluding collective plasma effects. Moreover, usually only the electrons
contribute to the scattering by the plasma, which can be explained employing
an electromagnetic picture of the scattering process. Free charged particles start
oscillating if they experience the forces arising from the electric and magnetic
fields of an incident electromagnetic wave. The equation of motion for this process
has been introduced earlier as the Lorentz equation 1.1.1. The acceleration and
deceleration of the charge in the direction of the electric field of the incident wave,
Ei, results in electromagnetic dipole radiation which builds the scattered wave.
The radiated (scattered) field Es, for the above described case, can be expressed in
terms of the incident field ([37] p. 276):

Es =
[re

r
s × (s × Ei)

]
ret.

. (1.3.1)

Note that the right hand side needs to be evaluated at retarded time t′ =
t−|r − r′| /c, which is the time when the field began to propagate from where it was
emitted at point (r′) to an observer at r, indicated by the square brackets. The clas-
sical electron radius e2/4πε0mec2 = (2.817 940 322 7 ± 0.000 000 001 9) × 10−15 m
[15] is denoted by re, with me ((9.109 383 56 ± 0.000 000 11) × 10−31 kg [15]) being
the electron rest mass.
From Poynting’s theorem [43] it follows that the power P per unit area A carried
by the electromagnetic wave is:

P = ε0c
∣∣∣E2

∣∣∣ , (1.3.2)

which can be combined with equation 1.3.1 to derive the power scattered per unit
angle with respect to the incident wave’s field. For this purpose the solid angle,
defined as the area segment A of a sphere divided by the radius r of the considered
sphere, Ω = A/r2, is employed:

dPs

dΩ = r2
e sin2(ϕ)ε0c

∣∣∣E2
i

∣∣∣ . (1.3.3)
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1. Theoretical Background

The factor of sin2(ϕ) arises from the angular distribution of power radiated by an
electric dipole. The ratio between incident and scattered power, given as r2

e sin2(ϕ),
integrated over all solid angles can be interpreted as the effective size of an electron
for scattering. The total power it scatters in all directions (all solid angles) is equal
to the power of the incident wave that would fall on a disc of area:

∫
re sin2(ϕ) dΩ =

2π∫
0

r2
e sin2(ϕ) · 2π sin(ϕ) dϕ = 8π

3 r2
e = σTh, (1.3.4)

which is commonly known as the total “Thomson scattering cross section” σTh.
Due to the much larger mass of the ions (containing one proton at least) as
compared to the electrons, the ion acceleration is negligible as is the ion scattering
(mp/me ≈ 2000; mp = (1.672 621 898 ± 0.000 000 021) × 10−27 kg [15]).
At λ = 1064 nm the energy of one photon (hc/λ, where h denotes the Planck
constant (4.135 667 662 ± 0.000 000 025) × 10−15 eV s) is 1.1653 eV, whereas the rest
energy of an electron is 511 keV [15]. Therefore, the change in the electron’s
momentum introduced by the scattering process can be neglected, and it can be seen
that Thomson scattering is a non-pertubative process. Nevertheless, momentum
conservation (k = ks − ki) as well as energy conservation (hc/λs = hc/λi + kv/2π)
in general must apply for the elastic scattering process. The formulation of the
energy conservation law indicates that the wavelength of the scattered light depends
on the velocity of the electron.
As discussed earlier, for the case of incoherent Thomson scattering, the particle
phases are uncorrelated, and thus the powers scattered from multiple electrons add
incoherently. Applying this summation for a volume V of length L, as shown in fig.
1.3.2, the ratio between scattered and incident power yields:

Ps

Pi
= 8

3πr2
eneL, (1.3.5)

where ne is the number of electrons per unit volume, commonly referred to as
electron density in plasma physics. This is how Thomson scattering can provide a
measure of a plasma’s electron density. Evaluating the fraction Ps/Pi for typical
electron densities of the order of 1020 electrons/m3 and a typical length of the
scattering volume of the order of 10−2 m (limiting the achievable spatial resolution
of the Thomson scattering diagnostic), the scattered power is found to be a factor of
10−10 smaller than the incident power. The significant difference is explained by the
small value of the Thomson scattering cross section, which is about 10−30 m2, and is
why high power lasers need to be employed for Thomson scattering measurements.
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1.3. Overview on Thomson Scattering Physics and Diagnostic Application

Several experimental considerations need to be taken into account to maintain a
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio as discussed later in this section.

dΩ
P(φ)

e s

φ

y 
[m

]

x [m]

i

V

L

dA

Fig. 1.3.2.: Schematic of the Thomson scattering setup, including a polar plot of
the angular distribution of power (dotted spheres) radiated by a single
electric dipole in the scattering volume V of length L. The power P (ϕ)
has the shape of the function sin2(ϕ). The directions of the incident
wave and its electric field, as well as the direction of the scattered wave,
are denoted by i, e, and s, respectively. The differential solid angle dΩ
is indicated by the cone around the dashed line and Ps(ϕ) is the angle
dependent scattered power integrated over the differential area dA.

Now that the principle mechanism to obtain the electron density from Thomson
scattering has been discussed, the second quantity, the electron temperature Te, will
be reviewed. Referring to the energy conservation principle of the scattering process
hc/λs = hc/λi + kv/2π, note the dependence of the scattered wave’s wavelength
λs on the electron velocity v. The average kinetic energy of the particles in a
system, and hence their velocity, can be used to define the temperature of the
system, at least if the system is in local thermal equilibrium where the particles are
Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed. As mentioned in section 1.1.3, this is usually the
case in magnetic confinement plasma experiments (Note: Close to the location of
the plasma heating this simplification might not hold.). The Maxwellian electron
velocity distribution is the product of the electron’s velocity distribution in the
three spacial directions, each of which are Gaussian distributions [44] with standard
deviation

√
kBTe/me. In the specific case of the plasma electrons gyrating along

the magnetic field lines, strictly speaking, two (in general) different temperatures
exist: the temperature parallel and the temperature perpendicular to the field lines.
The subsequent discussion focuses on the perpendicular component only since it is
the component which is analysed by the W7-X Thomson scattering diagnostic due
to its observation geometry perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. (Note: This
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1. Theoretical Background

is the direction of highest scattered power given the polarization of the probing
wave perpendicular to the scattering plane, as can be seen from fig. 1.3.2, which
is for practical reasons the most favourable observation angle regarding the small
ratio of scattered to incident power.)
Monochromatic light scattered by multiple plasma electrons gives a spectrum that
is broadened due to the Doppler effect [45] arising from the thermal motion of
each individual electron in a simple classical picture. This motion results in a shift
of the incident wave’s wavelength as seen by the electrons and in a shift of the
re-emitted wave’s wavelength observed in the resting diagnostic reference frame.
The aggregation of all singe electron scattering processes yields a scattered spectrum
depended on the electron velocity distribution. The width of the spectrum can be
used to derive the mean temperature if the dependence of the spectrum’s shape
on the temperature is known. Under conditions typical of magnetic confinement
plasmas, the temperature of the electrons is several keV, meaning they need to be
treated relativistically rather than classically. As a result the radiated spectra are
not only Doppler-broadened, but, for instance, blue-shifted as well. This blue shift
results from the “headlight effect” known from special relativity theory. The effect
is understood recalling the doughnut-like sin2(ϕ) shape of the scattered power.
This shape must always remain the same in the electron frame of reference as
shown in fig. 1.3.3 (a).

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.3.3.: The angular variation of the power P radiated by an accelerated charge
and its poloidal cut. (a) Stationary charge; (b) charge moving with
β ‖ β̇, where β = v/c and β̇ is the first time derivative of β (taken
from [46] - modified).
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1.3. Overview on Thomson Scattering Physics and Diagnostic Application

At relativistic velocities the motion of the electron deforms this doughnut shape
(seen in the rest frame of reference) noticeably as shown in fig. 1.3.3 (b). From
this figure it becomes clear that, in the resting frame of the observer, the power
scattered along the direction of the electron velocity increases while it decreases for
the opposite direction. Therefore, the electrons moving fast towards the observer
contribute more to the spectrum than the electrons moving away with the same
speed, which resulting in the aforementioned blue-shift.
In a real setup the observable scattered power will always be limited to some
fraction emitted in a certain solid angle given by the observation optics; moreover,
the transmission through the employed optical components is usually wavelength
dependent. Therefore, both an absolute (density), and a relative (spectral) cali-
bration of the Thomson scattering system are necessary, as will be discussed later
in this section. To determine the scattering spectrum (Thomson spectrum) a so
called “polychromator” setup can be employed (the technical implementation of
the W7-X polychromators can be found in section 2.3). The idea is to split the
observed wavelength range in a few spectral intervals of known width and sensitivity
employing spectral filters. For different temperatures different fractions of the
Thomson spectrum lie within these intervals as shown in fig. 1.3.4.

Fig. 1.3.4.: Filter curves (black) resulting from the spectral calibration. Thomson
scattering spectra (blue) of 1064 nm incident light (red line) are given
for temperatures of 0, 1, 5 and 10 keV (taken from [47] - modified).

Therefore, the signal detected in each channel by a photo diode beyond the spectral
filter can be employed to reconstruct the distribution of scattered light by comparing
the relative signal fractions. The amplitude of the spectrum scales to the electron
density. The signal detected by a spectral channel can be expressed as [48]:
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1. Theoretical Background

D
(i,j)
TH = c(i)

geomPi n(i)
e σTh

∫
τ(i,j)(λ) S(λ, T (i)

e , ϕ(i)) dλ, (1.3.6)

where:
(i) . . . index for the spatial position of the scattering volume,
(j) . . . index for the spectral channel,
Pi . . . incident laser power,
σTh . . . Thomson scattering cross section for a single electron,
ϕ(i) . . . scattering angle for each position,
τ(i,j)(λ) . . . spectral transmission of the interference filters as a function of the
wavelength λ.

Naito et.al. gives an analytical approximation of the spectral density function
S(λ, T (i)

e , ϕ(i)) [49, 50] for the most common measurement configuration, where
both the incident and the observed light polarization are perpendicular to the scat-
tering plane (which applies for W7-X); the exact solution in any configuration would
be given by the integral of the electron distribution. The “(1,1) approximation” of
Naito’s formula [49, 50] yields a reliable fit (error ≤ 0.1 %) to the exact solution
for temperatures up to 30 keV, which is significantly more than can be normally
expected for W7-X plasmas. To evaluate D

(i,j)
TH with respect to the quantities

of interest, the electron density ne and the electron temperature Te calibration
measurements are needed. The spectral transmission of the interference filters as a
function of wavelength τ(i,j)(λ) . . . can be determined by a “spectral calibration”
described in detail in [47]. The filter curves resulting from the spectral calibration
are shown in fig. 1.3.4. In order to determine the “geometric factor” c(i)

geom, a
technique called “Raman calibration” as first proposed in [51] can be applied. For
this purpose the signal of the spectral lines λ

(J)
Ra from Raman scattering of the probe

laser light in nitrogen (N2) at a known temperature (TN2=300 K) and density nN2

(100 mbar for the results shown here and in section C) is measured in situ with the
polychromator setup. The Raman spectrum consists of multiple narrow lines due
to J → J − 2 transitions of the N2 molecule, where J is the rotational quantum
number. The Raman signal DRa is given by [48, 47]:

D
(i,j)
Ra = c(i)

geomPi nN2 ·
∑

J
σ

(J)
Ra f (J) λ

(J)
Ra
hc τ(i,j)

(
λ

(J)
Ra

)
, (1.3.7)

where:
f (J) . . . fractional population of the upper Raman energy state,
σ

(J)
Ra . . . according Raman scattering cross section for a single N2 molecule.
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1.3. Overview on Thomson Scattering Physics and Diagnostic Application

(a) Effective cross sections of the Nitrogen Raman lines at 300 K
including the relative level populations (cyan) are overlaid with
typical spectral curves of two Thomson channels.

(b) Raman signals for the channels 4 and 5 at nitrogen pressure
100 mbar, and E` = 1 J. For comparison a Thomson signal
(channel 1, Te ≈ 6 keV, ne ≈ 1.3 × 1019 m−3, and E` = 1.5 J)
is shown with an offset of −0.5 V. The red curves indicate the
according fits.

Fig. 1.3.5.: Raman scattering calibration (taken from [47] - modified).
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The intensity of the lines is well known for fixed densities and laser energies and hence
the expected diode signal per polychromator channel. Therefore, by comparing
the measured signal with the theoretical prediction, c(i)

geom can be calculated. The
Raman lines lie within only 2 of the 5 spectral channels of the W7-X polychromators
(channel 4 and channel 5). The Raman lines including the relative level populations
as well as representative examples of their Raman calibration signals are shown in
fig. 1.3.5 (a) and (b), respectively. For the analysis performed in section C, only
the signal from channel 5 is employed, because the other one is very small. In
fig. 1.3.5 (b) every curve shows 2 signal peaks because 2 scattering volumes are
merged to one polychromator each, as will be explained in section 2.3. A typical
Thomson scattering signal is shown in the figure for comparison. The red lines
illustrate fits to the experimental data. The fluctuations between the dashed lines
in fig. 1.3.5 (b), indicated as “background”, need to be significantly smaller than
the actual Thomson scattering signal to reliably fit the signal, itself. The total
signal, detected by an individual spectral channel j at position i, contains the
summation of the Thomson scattering signal DTh, all types of plasma radiation
Dplasma (bremsstrahlung, electron synchrotron radiation, etc.), and noise Dnoise.
Noise, for instance, arises from the photo diode’s dark current, the analogue–digital
converter discretization steps, and the amplification of the signal. Accordingly, the
signal-to-noise ratio for each individual channel can be defined as:

SNR = DTh

Dplasma + Dnoise
. (1.3.8)

To reconstruct the distribution of the scattered light (and hence the velocity
distribution or temperature), as well as the signal intensity (hence electron density),
the time integral of the fitted Thomson signal is determined for all channels, and
the relative signal fractions are subsequently compared. From the relative signal
levels the most likely scattering spectrum is determined. Ideally, this process
would result in the original spectrum, as shown in fig. 1.3.4. Nevertheless, the
reconstruction of the scattering spectrum can fail for different reasons, thereby
limiting the experimentally available measurement range:

• insufficient SNR, i.e. due to low laser energy (Note: The burst mode reduces
the laser pulse energy by roughly a factor of 2.),

• similar signal in all channels due to a very broad spectrum, i.e. for high
temperatures (cf. fig. 1.3.4),

• zero signal in the lower channels, i.e. for low temperatures (cf. fig. 1.3.4).
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1.3. Overview on Thomson Scattering Physics and Diagnostic Application

The careful analysis of the experimental limits of the W7-X Thomson scattering
system [47] revealed the diagnostic’s ability to reliably provide electron and tem-
perature profiles, obtained from the arrangement of multiple scattering volumes
along the radial direction of a poloidal plasma cross section, for a wide range of
different plasma conditions. It is able to determine electron temperatures in the
range of 10 eV to 10 keV, although the errors only remain reasonable (. 10 %)
within 1 - 5 keV. Both the lower and upper density limits are given by the experi-
mentally achievable densities in W7-X rather than by limitations of the Thomson
scattering diagnostic, itself. Nevertheless, the diagnostic allows for precise electron
density measurements from 2 × 1018 m−3 up to 5 × 1020 m−3 [52]. For the burst
mode operation regime of the lasers, the observable density range (i.e. the lower
threshold) had to be reviewed, because the laser energy per pulse was reduced. It
turned out that, for all shots analysed, the Thomson scattering signal could be
fitted sufficiently even in burst mode operation. One should note that the bisected
pulse energy was partially compensated by the high densities achieved during pellet
injection when the burst mode was usually applied.
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1. Theoretical Background

1.4. Basic Mechanisms of Pellet Injection

As mentioned in the introduction, the injection of cryogenic pellets, is one of the
most promising ways to fuel the plasma in magnetic confinement experiments. In
contrast to other techniques like gas fuelling applied to the plasma edge, pellets may
penetrate deep beyond the LCFS and hence deliver the fuel where it is required,
which is the plasma core, as discussed earlier. A pellet can generally be described
as a portion of solid matter. The cryogenic pellets employed for plasma fuelling
usually have a cylindrical shape with some millimetre length and diameter. In
the case of W7-X they consist of frozen hydrogen and will be closer described in
section 2.2. Beside plasma fuelling, pellets can be employed for plasma stability
controlling i.e. pacing of edge localized modes [53]. A short overview of the widely
accepted current understanding of pellet injection physics, mainly based on the
work of B. Pégourié “Review: Pellet injection experiments and modelling” [54], is
introduced for the terminology in this thesis.
When a pellet is injected into a plasma, two main phases can be distinguished:
the ablation phase and the subsequent deposition or homogenization phase. Even
though both phases occur simultaneously to a great extent, they are usually treated
separately. Ablation refers to the interaction of the pellet with the background
plasma, resulting in the pellet’s complete sublimation after a certain time within
the plasma. This gradual sublimation produces a cloud of neutral particles that
surrounds the pellet. The cloud temporarily shields the pellet from further inter-
action with the background plasma and hence from further ablation (neutral gas
shielding [55]). While the pellet continues travelling in the direction of injection,
the cloud is heated further, ionizes, and forms a so-called “plasmoid” that further
increases the shielding (plasma shielding [55]). The plasmoid containing of charged
particles is stopped by the Lorentz force and detaches from the pellet.

Fig. 1.4.1.: Three dimensional illustration of a plasmoid (indicated by the arrow)
in a toroidal plasma experiment (taken from [56]).
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1.4. Basic Mechanisms of Pellet Injection

A schematic of such a plasmoid in a toroidal plasma is shown in fig. 1.4.1. As soon
as the pellet leaves the shielded region it is again exposed to the background plasma
particles and starts forming a new cloud, whereas the detached plasmoid starts
drifting and distributing its particles within the plasma, which is called deposition,
since these processes lead to the deposition of the pellet particles. The plasmoid’s
electrons and ions spread along the magnetic field lines around the torus. Due to
the different masses and temperatures, the expansion velocity along the field lines is
at least one order of magnitude larger for electrons than for ions (v‖ ions ≈ 105 m/s),
but is limited by the electric fields arising from charge separation. Therefore, the
temperature on flux surfaces equilibrates rather quickly while this equilibration
occurs slower between flux surfaces. Furthermore, the plasmoid electrons and
ions start separating to the top and bottom due to the ∇B -drift arising from the
toroidal background plasma’s B - field gradient. This then leads to an electrical
field, which in turn introduces an E × B - drift of the plasmoid as whole in the
direction of −∇B, since the E × B-drift does not depend on the particle charge.
This drift is implied by vE×B in fig. 1.4.2. Note: Unlike in tokamaks, −∇B does
not always points outwards in radial direction due to the complex magnetic field
geometry of stellarators. The drift direction thus depends on the exact toroidal
position, and therefore, changes along the toroidal extension of the plasmoid.

B

R, -∇B

vExB

+++

---
E

Fig. 1.4.2.: Physical mechanisms underlying the plasmoid E × B - drift. The plas-
moid’s cross section is displayed in grey surrounded by the background
plasma (orange).

Due to its drift, the plasmoid passes several flux surfaces each of which featuring
different temperatures and densities. The temperatures on the flux surfaces are
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always higher than the temperature of the plasmoid whereas the densities are always
lower before the plasmoid arrives. The collisions between the plasmoid particles
and the plasma particles lead to a further increase in plasmoid temperature and
dilution in density until thermal and density equilibria with the background plasma
are reached, which denotes the end of the existence of the plasmoid as such.
By the expansion along field lines and the field line twist, it can happen that,
after a finite number of toroidal turns (i.e. one turn for ῑ ≈ 1), the positive and
negative regions of the plasmoid reconnect, short-circuiting its charge separation
and reducing the value of the internal electric field. This hinders the plasmoid’s
E × B - drift significantly, if not completely stops it. The same applies if the
plasmoid has spread around the torus poloidally.
On much slower but simultaneous timescales, the particle diffusion perpendicular
to the flux surfaces occurs. It causes the decay of the local density peak which was
introduced at a certain radial position by the ablation and deposition of the pellet
material. This equilibration of the density takes between 100 ms and 1 s [30].

Fig. 1.4.3.: Pellet ablation (dotted) and particle deposition (solid) profiles for HFS
(high field side) and LFS (low field side) injections into W7-X calculated
with HPI2. In all cases the assumed pellet velocity is 250 m/s, pellet
content is 1.9 × 1020 atoms (length = 2 mm, diameter = 1.5 mm), and
the magnetic field is in standard configuration (taken from [57]). The
starting temperature and density profiles are shown in fig. 1.4.4.

To model the injection of cryogenic pellets into plasma experiments several codes
have been developed. One of them is the “HPI2” (Hydrogen Pellet Injection 2)
code [1]. It was mainly written by B. Pégourié et al. [1] for tokamaks and adapted
for the W7-X stellarator by F. Köchl and N. Panadero et al. [57]. The code was
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1.4. Basic Mechanisms of Pellet Injection

developed to simulate the ablation of a cryogenic hydrogen, deuterium, or tritium
pellet, or mixtures of thereof. Additionally it is able to calculate the evolution
of the resulting pellet cloud and considers all known mechanisms involved in the
plasmoid drift. The below mentioned numbers for the specific conditions applicable
for W7-X plasmas were obtained employing the HPI2 code.
To obtain the HPI2 ablation and deposition density profiles shown in fig. 1.4.3,
typical (artificial) W7-X ion and electron density and temperature profiles (shown
in fig. 1.4.4) were fed into the code.
Note: The difference between the ECRH (electron cyclotron resonance heating) X2-
and O2-mode will be introduced in section 4.1. The terminology of “high-field” and
“low-field” side historically origins from tokamak experiments, where the magnetic
field at the inboard side of the torus is higher than at the field at the outboard
side. Although this is not the case at all toroidal positions of a stellarator (due to
its complex 3D magnetic field geometry, as stated earlier), the terminology was
adapted by the community and high-field side (HFS) and low-field side (LFS) are
uses synonymous to inboard and outboard side.

Fig. 1.4.4.: Profiles of a) electron density and b) electron and ion temperature,
corresponding to high-temperature (ECRH in X2-mode) and high-
density (ECRH in O2-mode) scenarios in W7-X (taken from [57]).

Given the 0.53 m minor plasma radius of W7-X, to which the abscissa in fig. 1.4.3
and 1.4.4 was normalized, the penetration depth of the pellet is roughly 10 cm
for all cases while the deposition depth varies. The HFS deposition reaches up to
≈ 30 cm whereas the LFS deposition ends at ≈ 20 cm. For LFS pellets the peak
electron density increase in general is lower and parts of the material were pushed
out of the plasma which can be explained by the discussed drifts. Why similar drift
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effects cannot be observed for the HFS remains unclear, since the radial extension
of the cloud should as well result in a drift away from the plasma centre, at least
for the fractions of the HFS plasmoid material extending to inboard-side located
−∇B regions.
The ablation process takes 400 µs, assuming a pellet velocity of 250 m/s (design value
of the W7-X pellet injector [58]). The deposition profiles shown were calculated at
0.735 ms after injection. The drift speed of the ablated cloud is calculated to be
1 - 4 km/s, which would result in a maximal 1000 µs drift duration for HFS pellets
at the Thomson scattering diagnostic toroidal position of the plasma, assuming the
plasmoid would drift through the whole plasma of ≈ 1 m diameter before it reaches
the plasma edge. Therefore, the total absolute particle deposition (ablation + drift)
must happen within ≤ 1.4 ms even though radial redistribution might continue
up to 0.5 s due to particle diffusion [59]. The peak density increase that could be
observed by the Thomson scattering diagnostic is expected to be of the order of
1019 m−3 as shown. The fraction of the pellet particle content deposed within the
LCFS nears 100 % for the HFS pellets and is expected to be significantly lower
for LFS pellets according to the deposition profiles. At the end of its deposition
phase, the cloud’s radial extension and length parallel to the field lines are 0.4 m
and 25 m at maximum, respectively. This means that the calculations performed
yield, that the plasmoid would not cover a full W7-X toroidal circumference before
it equilibrates with the background plasma [60]. While the subsequent parallel
expansion goes with v‖ ions, the expansion along the poloidal direction of a flux
surface is slower by roughly a factor of one over the aspect ratio of the corresponding
flux tube,

εt = W7-X major radius
flux tube minor radius

, (1.4.1)

in the case of W7-X (ῑ ≈ 1).
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2. The Wendelstein 7-X Stellarator
and the Diagnostics Relevant for
this Thesis

This chapter is starting off with a basic introduction to the plasma experiment,
to which this work is applied; the Wendelstein 7-X stellarator. Thereafter, the
preceding theoretical considerations on Thomson scattering and pellet injection
introduced in the 1st chapter will be completed by the technical descriptions
provided for both systems as set up at Wendelstein 7-X. Details important to
the developed (pellet) event-trigger system are pointed out, such as the newly
implemented fast laser energy monitor and the photo diode which provides the
pellet ablation signal employed as an event trigger.
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2.1. The Wendelstein 7-X Stellarator

Wendelstein 7-X is a plasma experiment operated by the Max-Planck-Institute
for Plasma Physics in Greifswald since 2015. With its 30 m3 plasma volume, it is
(together with LHD [61]) the largest stellarator experiment in the world. It was
built “to demonstrate the suitability of fusion devices of the stellarator type for a
power plant” [62]. The main device parameters are shown in table 2.1.1.

Tab. 2.1.1.: Wendelstein 7-X technical data [62].

Parameter Value

Major plasma radius 5.5 m

Minor plasma radius 0.53 m

Magnetic field up to 3 T (2.5 T achieved)

Pulse length up to 30 min (30 s achieved)

Plasma heating up to 14 MW (6 MW achieved)

Plasma volume 30 m3

Plasma particle amount 5 - 30 mg

Plasma species hydrogen, deuterium, helium

Plasma density up to 3 × 1020 /m3

During the past campaigns only hydrogen and helium were employed as working
gases; however deuterium plasmas are planed for the post-2020 campaigns. The
maximum pulse length at present is on the order of 30 s but will be extended
after an active cooling system is installed for the plasma facing components that
are currently inertially cooled. The magnetic field in W7-X is generated by a set
of 50 superconducting non-planar coils. Additional planar coils might be used
for field corrections. A schematic from a CAD model (Computer Aided Design)
of the Wendelstein 7-X main torus including the outer vessel/ports (grey), the
planar coils (orange), and the non-planar coils (green-grey) as well as some parts
of the support structure (purple) is shown in fig. 2.1.1. The plasma is implied by
the translucent yellow-red torus. In the foreground some parts of the Thomson
Scattering diagnostic are displayed (cyan). The subsequent fig. 2.1.2 shows the
torus from above. The locations of the diagnostics introduced in this chapter, the
pellet injector and the Thomson scattering diagnostic, are indicated.
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2.1. The Wendelstein 7-X Stellarator

Fig. 2.1.1.: CAD schematic of the W7-X Torus (taken from [63] - modified).

Pellet Injection

Thomson Scattering

Fig. 2.1.2.: Top view of the CAD Torus. The locations of the pellet injector and
the Thomson scattering diagnostic are indicated.
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2.2. The Pellet Injector of Wendelstein 7-X

For the pellet injection system at W7-X, the ASDEX Upgrade blower gun has been
borrowed and adapted [64]. A schematic of the gun is shown in fig. 2.2.1. It was
designed to produce pellets from hydrogen (H2), deuterium (D2) or a mixture of
both. For the experiments performed at W7-X so far, only hydrogen was used. The
cylindrical pellets of 2 mm diameter and 2 mm length are accelerated by pressurized
helium as propellant gas. A high velocity is desired to deposit the pellet material
deep in the plasma. With the given setup, velocities up to 250 m/s can be achieved.
In a test mock-up, repetition rates in the range of 2 - 50 Hz were tested [58]. Above
10 Hz, pellet delivery efficiencies of about 90 % were reached, with the delivery
efficiency being defined as the ratio of pellets leaving the launcher to the number
of expected pellets.
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Fig. 2.2.1.: The ASDEX Upgrade blower gun schematic (taken from [64]).

The function of the blower gun can be described as follows: The extrusion cryostat
is cooled by liquid helium to a temperature of 4 K. Inside, gaseous hydrogen is
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2.2. The Pellet Injector of Wendelstein 7-X

frozen to form a thin layer of solid hydrogen covering the cryostat wall. Next,
the cryostat temperature is slightly increased to allow for a pneumatic piston to
push scraped-off ice through a nozzle at the bottom of the cryostat. The hereby
generated thin rod of compressed hydrogen ice slides into the storage cryostat,
where it can be kept for about 10 minutes at 10 K. The length of the storage
channel limits the extension of the ice rod generated in one run and hence the
number of pellets available. Less than 62 pellets can be generated from a rod of
124 mm maximal length, taking losses at both ends into account. The lever comes
into play when the stored ice is to be injected into the experiment. It then cuts the
rod below the extrusion cryostat and pushes it towards the shuttle, which has two
holes to fit the tip of the ice rod as implied by the dashed lines in fig. 2.2.1. The
shuttle slides up and down defining the later injection frequency, cutting the ice
into pieces. Alternately one pellet is fired from the filled hole while filling the other
hole with the next pellet. To fire a pellet, the fast helium valve opens releasing a
short pulse of propellant gas.
Unlike in pneumatic guns, the pellet gains momentum not mainly from the pro-
pellant but rather from the evaporation of its own material by contact with the
warmer helium. Consequently some of the initial pellet mass is lost during the
acceleration process. A back-illuminated photograph, as shown in fig. 2.2.2, taken
at the exit of the blower gun captures the size of the pellet (roughly 2 mm length
and 1.5 mm diameter) after the generation and acceleration procedure:

Pellet

Backlight

Exit Port{
Fig. 2.2.2.: Pellet leaving the blower gun (image taken from [58] - modified).

The overall setup is illustrated by fig. 2.2.3. For W7-X the blower gun injector
is meant to inject pellets from both the high- and low-field side. This operation
is different to ASDEX Upgrade, where the pellet injector was only employed for
low-field side injection. In the case of high-field side injection the pellet needs to
circumvent the torus. This results in a more complex geometry for the high-field
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2. The Wendelstein 7-X Stellarator and the Diagnostics Relevant for this Thesis

side injection tube including several bends with radii of about 1 m and a much
longer distance to cover compared to the short straight low-field side tube. Both
tubes are made of stainless steel with the inner surface being electro polished to
minimize the surface roughness. The wall thickness is 1 mm and the inner diameter
8 mm. Because the tube is not actively cooled, the larger diameter compared to
the pellet size allows the pellet to benefit from the Leidenfrost effect [65] and slip
through the tube with negligible friction, thus avoiding strong erosion. A detailed
analysis of the different factors affecting the erosion was performed [58], coming
to the result that the impact of the chosen tube geometry plays only a minor role
at the given pellet speed of ≤ 250 m/s. Microwave diagnostics delivered by the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory have been implemented, highlighted by the red
circles in fig. 2.2.3. They consist of a microwave cavity which changes its resonance
frequency if a dielectric pellet passes trough. The amplitude of the cavity response
relates to the pellet mass whereas the width is determined by the pellet velocity [66].

Low Field Side Injection
Microwave Diagnostic

High Field Side Injection
Microwave Diagnostic

Cryostat

Plasma
Vessel

Photo Diode

High Field Side 
Injection Pellet Tube

Low Field Side
Injection Pellet Tube

Gate Valves

Design Pellet 
Flight Path

Blower Gun and Periphery
(not to scale)

Torus Hall
Wall

(not to scale)

 

Fig. 2.2.3.: The W7-X pellet injection system including poloidal cross sections of
the cryostat and the plasma vessel, schematic.

The figure shows the location of the PIN photo diode “9741-1” from the man-
ufacturer “LOT” which detects the Hα radiation of both HFS and LFS pellets
and provides a trigger signal when the pellet enters the plasma. The gate valves
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2.2. The Pellet Injector of Wendelstein 7-X

depicted above can be shut to select one side for pellet injection only.

Given the fact that erosion does not greatly depend on the tube geometry at the
utilized pellet velocities, it is possible to estimate the erosion as a function of guiding
tube length. In the best case a pellet contains 3.30 × 1020 protons (0.55 mg) at the
exit of the blower gun, 2.55 × 1020 protons after 8.3 m guiding tube (LFS microwave
diagnostic) and 1.84 × 1020 protons after 16.7 m (HFS microwave diagnostic).

A fit to these numbers provides the function:

Nprotons

1020 = 3.496 × 10−4l2 − 9.326 × 10−2l + 3.3, (2.2.1)

where l is the distance along the guiding tube in meters.

Applying this to the total tube length of 15 m for the LFS and 29 m for the LFS,
the pellet proton number decreases to:

NLFS . 2.0 × 1020,

NHFS . 0.9 × 1020,
(2.2.2)

as a very rough estimate holding for the best cases only, i.e. assuming that perfect
pellets leave the blower gun and that they are not broken into pieces during their
travel in the guiding tube.

Assuming ≈ 22 m3 of the 30 m3 W7-X plasma volume is filled with uniform density
(in reality the density distribution shows a gradient towards the edge), one would
expect a maximum density increase of:

∆NLFS = 7.0 × 1018 m3 per pellet,
∆NHFS = 3.6 × 1018 m3 per pellet.

(2.2.3)

This approximation will be taken as references for the analysis performed later.
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2.3. The Thomson Scattering System of
Wendelstein 7-X

The Thomson Scattering Diagnostic of W7-X, as schematically displayed in fig.
2.3.1, is optimized to measure electron temperatures between 20 eV and 10 keV and
electron densities from 2 × 1018 m−3 up to 5 × 1020 m−3 [52]. It currently employs
three Nd:YAG high power lasers “SplitLight2500” from the manufacturer “InnoLas
Laser GmbH” which are located in a room outside the radiation shielding of the
WX-7 “torus hall”. The wavelength of the linearly polarized laser light (perpen-
dicular to the scattering plane) is λ = 1064 nm and the repetition frequency of
each laser is 10 Hz. The typical pulse duration is 10 ns, and the energy per pulse
ranges between 0.6 J and 2.50 J. Pulses of the individual lasers can be triggered
either with delays to provide higher total repetition frequencies or simultaneously
to increase the pulse energy.
Most of the main components of the experiment are placed in the torus hall. During
operation the torus hall needs to stay closed and access is restricted due to radia-
tion safety. Therefore, all components in the torus hall need to be operated remotely.

Laser
Room 

Torus Hall 
Beam Path

(3 Mirror Boxes)
Mirror Box 

M1

Torus 
(poloidal cross section) 

Mirror Box 
A1

Optical Fibers

Polychromator 
Room

Laser Light

Scattered Light

Plasma

Fig. 2.3.1.: Schematic setup of the W7-X Thomson scattering diagnostic.

In the figure, the torus hall shielding wall is implied by the striped area in between
the double dash. In the mirror boxes the optical components, like mirrors and
lenses, of the system are mount.
From the laser room containing the three lasers and the control periphery, the laser
beams are guided into the torus hall. The set of mirrors used for this purpose
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2.3. The Thomson Scattering System of Wendelstein 7-X

consists of several different high-reflection, high-power sustaining dielectric layers
deposited on quartz substrates. For the current campaign large rectangular mirrors
were ordered to fit multiple beams but were not delivered in time nor with sufficient
quality. Therefore only the round two-inch diameter mirrors from the preceding
campaign were available, fitting one of the three beams only.
After leaving mirror box M1 the laser light enters the torus trough a window
mounted at the Brewster angle relative to the laser beam polarisation to avoid
reflection of the laser light at the surface of the window. In the plasma vessel
the light gets scattered by the plasma electrons before it leaves the torus at the
opposite side and is dumped outside the vacuum vessel in mirror box A1.
All components of the Thomson scattering diagnostic including the mirror boxes,
are mounted either to optical tables directly connected to the ground or to a special
structure called the “Thomson bridge”. Thus the whole system is mechanically
decoupled from the vacuum and cryostat vessels, ensuring optical stability.

Fig. 2.3.2.: CAD model of the W7-X Thomson scattering diagnostic (poloidal cut
at the angle φtor = 27.2◦ where the Thomson scattering takes place).
The torus (upper left corner) shows the segment in which the Thomson
scattering diagnostic is situated (red) from above.
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In fig. 2.3.2 a CAD model of the real setup is shown. The scattered light is collected
into optical fibers with the optics in the AEM 31 and the AEN 31 port. Each fiber
bundle observes a specific scattering volume. (The scattering volumes available
during the the current campaign cover the outer half of the plasma, employing the
AEM 31 optics only.) They are illustrated by the blue boxes overlying the magnetic
flux surfaces of the “Standard Configuration”, cut at the toroidal location of the
Thomson Scattering diagnostic (φtor = 27.2◦), as shown in fig. 2.3.3.

Laser Beam

Last Closed Flux Surface

L

Last Closed Flux Surface

Fig. 2.3.3.: Poloidal cross sections of the magnetic flux surfaces and magnetic islands
of the W7-X Standard Configuration cut at φtor = 27.2◦. The blue
boxes illustrate the location of the 16 available scattering volumes in
OP1.2a.

The positions of the scattering volumes were surveyed in the real setup and inte-
grated in the CAD model. The slight deviations from the laser path do only result
in minor changes of the measured temperatures and densities since the offset is
almost parallel to the magnetic flux surfaces on which the aforementioned quantities
remain constant. The spacial resolution, defined as the distance between the centres
of the scattering volumes (optically projected to the laser line), ranges from 3 cm
in the core to 8 cm at the edge in real space coordinates. The toroidal angle of
φtor = 27.2◦ was chosen for the Thomson scattering diagnostic because it relates
to a region of large flux surface expansion, where higher spacial resolution can be
archived. (Note: The shape of the flux surface cross section toroidally varies from
bean-like (high flux surface compression) to triangular (high flux surface expansion)
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2.3. The Thomson Scattering System of Wendelstein 7-X

in the W7-X stellarator magnetic field.)
The scattered light is transferred to the polychromator room outside the torus
hall by fibers, where polychromators split the spectrum of the light into five
wavelength ranges (750 - 920 nm, 920 - 1000 nm, 1000 - 1035 nm, 1035 - 1051 nm, and
1051 - 1061 nm) [47]. The light detection is performed with temperature-stabilized
avalanche photodiodes of the type “Excelitas c30956eh”. The setup of a W7-X
polychromator is shown in fig. 2.3.4.

Red Filter - 60 mm Diameter

Detector 1

Detector 3
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Exit

Colimation Lens
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Correcting Lens
(Plano-Convex)

Interference
Filter

Fig. 2.3.4.: Schematic setup of the W7-X Thomson scattering polychromators.

Two fiber bundles of different length (57 m and 77 m) each, representing two different
scattering volumes, are merged to the same polychromator. The additional 20 m
fiber introduces a delay to separate the two signals from the two different scattering
volumes in time such that the signal from these individual volumes can be analysed
by one polychromator. This reduces the number and hence the costs for the
polychromators by a factor of two. Nevertheless it results in a (tolerable) increase
in the noise level arising from the integration of background plasma emission of
two volumes, rather than only one.
Stray light to the polychromators is reduced by dumping the laser beam three
meters beyond the last scattering volume and perpendicular to the vessels output
port. Additionally, the spectral filters in the polychromators provide a suppression
of the laser wavelength by six orders of magnitude.
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The avalanche diodes behind the spectral filters (Detector 1-5) output an electrical
signal which is amplified and digitized, removing the constant background via
an AC filter. The ADC (analogue digital converter) “SP Devices ADQ-14” used
provides 14 bit resolution with a sampling rate of 1 GSample/s.
Later, the time-resolved digital scattering signals are used to reconstruct both the
electron density and temperature. For the reconstruction, the process explained in
section 1.3 is applied.
In fig. 2.3.5 the A1 mirror box of the Thomson scattering system is shown. It is
the last mirror box of the system which lies beyond the plasma. In this box the
laser beam is not only dumped but also monitored with respect to its alignment
position and pulse energy.

Black Tube Including

a Diffuse Reflecting

Quartz Plate 

Beam Dump

Pyroelektric Energy 

Monitor

Alignment Control Camera

Last Mirror

Beam Splitter

(Quartz Plate)

Beam
 leav

ing th
e Torus

Fiber to Si-PIN Diode

Fig. 2.3.5.: Setup of the A1 mirror box including the beam dump, the two different
energy monitors, the last mirror, and two cameras installed later for
beam alignment control.

For the purpose of energy monitoring fractions of the laser light are separated from
the beam employing quartz plates as beam splitters right before the beam dump.
The fractions irradiate a ceramic-coated pyro-electric energy sensor “PEM45K-USB”
(short PEM) from “Sensor- und Lasertechnik” and, via optical fiber, a 18 V biased
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2.3. The Thomson Scattering System of Wendelstein 7-X

Si-PIN diode of type “PDSIU500FC1D-W-0” from “PL-LD Inc.”. The resulting
diode voltage can be employed as energy monitor signal too.
The PEM of 4.5 cm diameter is absolutely calibrated and larger than the laser
beam diameter (2.5 cm), thus small variations of the beam position do not affect
the measurement. At the same time the large sensor limits the repetition frequency
to ≈ 10 Hz due to the necessary thermal equilibrium that needs to be reached for
the whole sensor surface ahead of the subsequent measurement. In contrast to
this the PIN diode is very small (active area of 500 µm2) which allows for readout
frequencies up to ≈ 600 MHz as stated by the manufacturer, but makes it sensitive
to small variations of the beam position. Additionally the diode signal needs to be
calibrated relative to another monitor.
To reduce stray light to the energy monitoring PIN diode, the fiber is located at
the end of a black tube. In the centre of the tube, a diffuse reflecting quartz disc is
situated to even out intensity fluctuations introduced by the mode structure of the
laser beam and interference patterns from the beam splitters. These fluctuations
would result in large errors by small variations of the beam position. The diffuse
quartz disc enhances the robustness of the “diode-energy-monitor” against errors
arising from beam position variations.
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3. The Event-Triggered Burst-Mode:
Development & Implementation

The subsequent chapter describes the main technical developments achieved in the
course of this thesis. It focuses on the development of the event-triggered burst-
mode Thomson scattering system, itself, including the following major steps:

• conceptual design, assembly, and commissioning of the event-trigger and a
dedicated trigger logic circuit,

• burst mode operation and characterization of the Thomson scattering laser
system with respect to operational safety and reproducibility in the real
diagnostic setup,

• calibration of the data obtained from the upgraded diagnostic.

Difficulties in this process and the resulting solutions are presented as well as
diagnostic data validating the success of the implemented approach. For this purpose
several other diagnostics’ data, i.e. other density and temperature diagnostics as well
as pellet video data, are compared to the Thomson scattering data. Additionally,
the abilities of the original Thomson scattering diagnostic are opposed by the
upgraded diagnostic’s abilities employing experimental data.
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3.1. The Hα Pellet Event Trigger

As described in section 1.4, the pellet ablation and deposition processes mainly
happen on 1 ms timescales and below. During test operation of the W7-X pellet
injection system, the timing of pellets entering the plasma suffers from a large
jitter (≈ 30 ms with respect to the blower gun trigger). In combination with the
comparably low repetition frequency of both, the pellet injection system and the
Thomson scattering diagnostic, it is very unlikely that a Thomson measurement is
taken synchronously with a pellet ablation by chance. This is discussed in section
3.4.2, analysing the non-event triggered W7-X shot 20171123.037. Reproducing
such a measurement “by chance” several times for a systematic study is obviously
impossible. One of the main objectives for this thesis was therefore, to set up a
reliable pellet trigger scheme for the Thomson scattering diagnostic.
Originally designed for this purpose was the W7-X “Trigger, Timing and Event
System” (TTE-System). It was set up to synchronously trigger all the different
processes and diagnostics involved in W7-X, to generate the timestamps for taken
data and to receive and distribute triggers to other connected systems within 5 ns
accuracy. It would thus be possible to trigger Thomson scattering (and any other
diagnostic) to selected events of any kind.
It was planned to distribute the pellet trigger via the TTE system, but the features
of sending and receiving event triggers via this system was unexpectedly delayed.
Therefore, a customized solution had to be developed. At first, light-gates were
taken into account to predict the pellets injection time several milliseconds ahead.
This approach failed because, for some unknown reason, the available light-gates
were not able to detect the pellets. A different option was the photo diode (see
fig. 2.2.3) monitoring Hα light radiated by the pellet material during its ionization
process. With this trigger being generated right at the start of the event of interest
and with the lasers requiring 150 - 200 µs to build-up population inversion in the
Nd:YAG rods (cf. section 1.2.1), it was of high importance to send the trigger the
fastest way possible to the lasers considering the pellet process would mainly take
place within 1 ms after the Hα radiation started.
To avoid issues with transients induced to a loop, it is not allowed to run a long cable
straight from the torus hall to external devices like the Thomson lasers permanently.
Therefore, the electrical signal from the photo diode, after appropriate amplification,
was converted to an optical signal employing the a fiber optic link (“HEAG171
R” from “Baumer GmbH”). It was sent via an institute-internal fiber network to
the Thomson laser room. A connection between the pellet injections switchboard
in the torus hall and the one located in the laser room needed to be spliced for
this propose. In the Thomson scattering diagnostic laser room, a fiber optic link
receiver (“HEAG174” from “Baumer GmbH”) converted the signal back to an
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electrical signal.
After the successful setup of the transmission path for the trigger, an investigation
on the total transit time of the Hα signal was carried out (the results can be found
in appendix A). In order to do so, a reference signal was transmitted via a copper
cable to the location of the photo diode and back via the optical transmission line.
Additionally, the signal was passed trough a logic circuit. The circuit’s function
and necessity is explained in section 3.2. The delay between the pellets Hα emission
start and the signal arriving at the lasers was determined to be ≈ 7.5 µs which is
neglectable compared to the time the lasers need to reach a sufficient population
inversion (150 - 200 µs). The setup therefore should be suitable synchronizing the
Thomson measurements to the pellet injection.
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3.2. The Trigger Logic Circuit

Pellets are usually injected with frequencies above the 5 Hz repetition frequency
of the lasers. Therefore not all pellet triggers can be used to trigger the laser
system. Additionally indispensable for any pellet to be measured would be to
deviate from the uniform repetition of the lasers to compensate for the jitter in the
pellet timings. In principle it is possible to actuate the “External Trigger” interface
of the SplitLight2500 lasers for this purpose. This interface has been designed
to provide the lasers with an external trigger equivalent to the one provided by
the laser’s software, e.g. if the lasers were integrated in an autonomous triggering
scheme.
Similar to the case of a “burst mode” operation (cf. section 1.2.3), it has been
assumed that the thermal conditions in the laser rod should not deviate noticeably
if the uniform repetition rate is changed to a non-uniform one, keeping the overall
frequency constant. Nevertheless, this has never been performed with the W7-X
Thomson diagnostics nor the SplitLight2500 lasers. Therefore, studies where needed
to validate the initial assumption and analyse the resulting effects on all included
components carefully. This analysis is found in section 3.3. The development
of a sufficient trigger system would be needed beforehand and therefore was not
implemented by the laser manufacturer, nor commercially available.

The trigger system needed to meet several requirements:

1. provide the uniform standard trigger if no pellet occurs,

2. block external triggers if they occur too close to the regular triggers,

3. accept an external trigger if it occurs in a predefined time slot (“acceptance
interval”) and block the next regular trigger to maintain the average frequency,

4. block the second and all further external triggers if more than one occurs in
the allowed times lot,

5. cover all possible combinations of the former cases.

A visualisation of this set of demands can be found in appendix B.
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These requirements were considered developing the logic circuit shown in fig.
3.2.1.

blocks any further 
external trigger pulse in 
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Fig. 3.2.1.: W7-X event trigger logic circuit schematic. The numbers (1)-(4) relate
to the signals shown in fig. 3.2.2. Dotted connections are employed to
reset the monoflops. The u in the logic and- (&) and nand- (&̄) chips
indicates a logical high state at the input or output. TTL is a standard
called “Transistor-Transistor-Logic” which is characterized by 5 V pulse
amplitude and 1 ms pulse duration.

The technical circuit, including logic chips and part numbers, can be found in the
burst mode manual in the appendix F. It was soldered and later implemented to the
event-triggered burst-mode Thomson scattering system. Before the implementation,
its functionality was confirmed by extensive laboratory tests. In the subsequent
oscilloscope images, results of a validation of the developed circuit are shown. The
upper curve (1) represents the 5 Hz “TTL” signal (Transistor-Transistor-Logic) of
channel A. The second curve (2) represents channel B which relates to the interval
in which triggers are accepted. The third curve (3) is equal to the external trigger
events, and the lower curve (4) is the output of the circuit and therefore the trigger
for the laser system. The channel A and channel B signals were generated by
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“Quantum Plus Pulse Generators Model 9514” from “Schulz Electronic”. In fig.
3.2.2 (a) external triggers (3) falling in the acceptance interval are output to (4)
and the subsequent regular trigger (1) is bocked. Fig. 3.2.2 (b) shows the case of
multiple external triggers (3) falling into the acceptance interval (2). Only the first
of them is conducted to the output (4); further external triggers in one acceptance
interval as well as the regular triggers (1) are blocked.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.2.2.: (a) Regular trigger (1) being blocked in the output (4) after an
external trigger (3) occurred in the interval during which external
triggers are accepted (2).
(b) Second external trigger (3) in the same acceptance interval (2)
being blocked in the output (4). The regular trigger (1) is blocked too.

The developed trigger logic satisfies all requirements from the above list. It is able
to trigger the W7-X Thomson scattering system to the unpredictably occurring
pellet events, maintaining the average repetition frequency of 5 Hz. To prepare for
any kind of further amendment, to safe the acquisition cost for the pulse generators
and to achieve greater flexibility in general, it is suggested to replace the circuit
with an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) in the future. FPGAs are used to
emulate logic circuits and contain an internal clock such that the pulse generators
will be obsolete. Moreover they can store multiple logic circuit setups and can be
accessed via network. Hardware soldering will be avoided and switching between
the normal-mode W7-X Thomson scattering and the event-triggered burst mode
will only need a remote user input. This input can be done from the W7-X control
room. Therefore, rewiring the whole laser system as described in the burst-mode
manual (cf. appendix F) will be unnecessary. For the proof-of-principle provided
in this thesis, a hard-wired physical circuit was deemed appropriate.
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3.3. The SplitLight2500 Lasers in Burst Mode
Operation

As introduced in section 1.2.2 the SplitLight2500 lasers are able to emit bursts of
laser pulses which can be interlaced, as demonstrated in fig. 3.3.1:
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Fig. 3.3.1.: Burst containing 12 pulses of equal distance (100 µs) emitted from three
interlaced SplitLight2500 lasers detected by an ordinary photo diode.
By this measurement is has been proved, that combining the three
diagnostics lasers a burst of 12 equidistant laser pulses with 100 µs
spacing can be achieved. The oscilloscope was operated in the peak
detection mode where the pulse height does not scale to the energy per
pulse to be able to detect the very short pulses on this comparable large
timescale.

Nevertheless this feature is rather experimental and not as stable as the regular
10 Hz standard mode; therefore the most important parameters from a diagnostics
perspective have been analysed in the laboratory before applying the burst mode
to the diagnostic itself.

The aforementioned parameters are:

1. The beam profile - most important for the mirrors which could be destroyed
by pockets of high energy density.

2. The beam pointing stability - if the laser were put under mechanical stress,
likely to be introduced by varying thermal loads, the beam could be emitted
at an unusual angle. Over the long distances of the Thomson diagnostics
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beam path this could lead to clipping of the beam at mirror edges and/or
other structures as well as the laser beam might miss the scattering volumes
at all.

3. The self emission - can be understood as “leakage” of the laser, emitting
light even when it was not intended. This should be avoided to not run into
troubles with the data acquisition system and to have the full laser energy
available for the intended pulses.

4. The energy per pulse - the intensity of the scattered light, and therefore the
measured density, scales with the energy of the laser pulses and should be
kept constant.

5. The laser induced damage threshold - the laser pulse energy per area irradiated
in a certain time interval must remain below this threshold in order to avoid
harming the diagnostic’s mirrors , the focussing lenses or optical components
of the laser, itself.

3.3.1. Beam Profile

In the normal mode, the spatial beam profile shape is “flat”, characterized by the
ratio of maximum to mean intensity being ≤ 1.1. The profile for different delays
between the flash lamp triggers has been analysed for the burst mode. In a separate
analysis the double Pockels cell pulse delay range was accessed and found to provide
sufficient laser emission between 100 µs and 250 µs. To achieve maximum laser
power and sustain the desired 100 µs temporal spacing, the Pockels cell triggers
were set at 150 µs and 250 µs and only the flash lamp delay was varied subsequently.
If the beam profiles were well-shaped, then both delays were considered appropriate.
For a first rough estimate, the laser pulses’ burn patterns on photo paper were
analysed:
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Fig. 3.3.2.: Burn patterns of a SplitLight2500 laser. Brighter colours relate to higher
intensities - darker colours to lower intensities. The double flash lamp
mode and the double Pockels cell mode were employed simultaneously.
Patterns with flash lamp delays of 600 µs, 400 µs, 300 µs, and 250 µs are
shown (from left to right, separated by the white lines). The Pockels
cell triggers were kept constant at 150 µs and 250 µs. Note: Each spot
was produced by the four pulses of one burst.

None of the delays led to a visible hot spot or a misshapen beam profile as seen in
fig. 3.3.2. The beam profile shape therefore does not seem to be a limiting factor
the burst-mode operation of the diagnostic. This was verified by testing the chosen
delays with mirrors used in the real diagnostic.
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3.3.2. Beam Pointing Stability

The beam pointing stability denoting the fluctuation of the emittance angle provided
by the manufacturer of the SplitLight2500 is designed to be less than ±50 µrad.
In the lab, only 15 m beam paths were available without using additional mirrors.
The maximum fluctuation should therefore stay below ±0.7 mm at the end of this
distance, which was assured to hold for the burst mode too.
In the real diagnostic setup, the beam path is about 40 m such that the beam
centre at the beam dump should not deviate more than ±2 mm from its adjusted
position. This deviation is considered in the design of the diagnostic and would not
perturb the measurements. Nevertheless, it was found later, that the deviation due
to thermal drifts independent from the burst-mode operation was much larger and
significantly disturbed the measurement (cf. 3.4.1). However, the beam pointing
stability of the lasers in burst mode should not be an issue for the reliability of the
diagnostic because this drift is not further increased by burst-mode operation.

3.3.3. Self Emission

During the tests it was found that the lower threshold for the flash lamp delay
was not the duration of the flash, itself (200 µs), as stated by the manufacturer.
For flash lamp delays below 325 µs, several pulses with low energy were emitted
spontaneously without intention. It was assumed, that the excitation of the Nd3+-
electrons had not sufficiently decayed, since the lifetime of the exited state is 430 µs
(cf. section 1.2.1). Whether or not this assumption is true and why the Q-switch
opened unintentionally is currently under investigation by the laser manufacturer.
For the time being, the appropriate operation of the diagnostic is ensured by
keeping the flash lamp delay ≥ 350 µs.

3.3.4. Energy per Pulse

With the oscilloscopes available in the laboratory (Tektronix “TDS 200-Series
Digital Real-Time Oscilloscope 071-0492-03”), it was not possible to trigger to the
second, third, or fourth pulse in a burst. Therefore, the pulse height (and thus
pulse energy) detected by the photo diode could not be investigated with high
temporal resolution for each individual pulse. They rather had to be displayed all
together on the oscilloscope screen, as shown in fig. 3.3.3.
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Fig. 3.3.3.: Pulse energy of the four burst pulses averaged over 128 samples.

As the chosen time interval analysed by the oscilloscope is lengthened, the temporal
resolution is decreased. For the interval necessary to capture the four burst pulses
from one laser, the sampling rate is no longer sufficient to digitize the structure of
the for individual pulses of 10 ns duration. Therefore, only sharp peaks could be
displayed. The pulse height of the displayed peaks relates to any arbitrary signal
amplitude from the temporal evolution of the diode signal which is usually not the
maximum value that would scale to the pulse energy.
For a first rough estimate, assuming the deviation between consecutive bursts to
be small, the oscilloscope signal was internally averaged over 128 measurements.
From this averaging one could compensate somewhat for the low sampling rates.
The 128 measurements taken would now be statistically distributed, discretising
different instants of time of the temporal evolution of the individual laser pulse
diode signals. For these averaged pulses the Pockels cell was adjusted such that
the pulses appeared to have a similar height and, therefore, intensity. The result is
shown in fig. 3.3.3. This procedure was not the optimal way to fine-tune the energy
per pulse, but sufficient for providing an approximation for later optimization.
Anyway, the energy pumped with one flash lamp pulse remains constant even in
burst mode. Thus the energy per pulse (subdivided by two Pockels cell pulses) will
always be less than that of a single Pockels cell laser pulse. This results in the fact
that the components that withstand the normal mode would not be harmed by the
burst mode with respect to the energy per pulse.
The energy fluctuation per pulse was reviewed in the real setup, employing the
analogue to digital convertor (ADC) “SP Devices ADQ-14” that writes the digitized
signal to storage from which the data can be post-processed. This allowed the
individual pulses to be distinguished from one another and to be analysed with
1 GS/s sampling rate. This analysis is part of section 3.4.1. The finally chosen
burst contains four consecutive laser pulses with ≈ 1 J energy per pulse compared
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to the ≈ 1.5 J energy per pulse of normal mode operation.

3.3.5. Laser Induced Damage Threshold

After analysing the previous parameters defining the general limits of the burst-
mode operation and determining that the burst mode should not damage the laser,
now the mirrors used in the diagnostic setup were tested. They were originally
specified to withstand 10 J/cm for the normal 10 Hz mode [67]. Although the
energy and the profile of individual pulses of the burst mode are very unlikely to
have a different impact on the mirrors, as deduced from the former analysis, the
altered timing might have an influence. Indeed, for dielectric layers, a parameter
called “laser induced damage threshold” (LIDT) exists. It does not only accounts
for the incident energy per unit area, but also for the time interval during which
the energy is radiated, much like the physics quantity “power”. In the case of
dielectric layers, it is the power that can be transmitted via collisions from the
electrons to the lattice or the ions of the substrate material. If the incident power
exceeds this threshold, the electrons escape and a plasma starts to form. This
plasma then better absorbs the incident radiation, causing damage. This process
scales with the repetition frequency of the laser. Increasing the frequency from
10 Hz to ≈ 10 kHz might therefore be a serious threat to the mirrors. Given the
complex physics behind the LIDT, its inspection is rather simple. If the mir-
ror withstands the laser for a geometry similar to the real conditions, the LIDT
was not reached. This experiment was conducted and the mirrors were not damaged.

Consequently the burst mode could be implemented in the existing W7-X Thomson
scattering diagnostic with no risk for the safe operation of the system.
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3.4. Calibration of the Burst-Mode Data

3.4.1. Laser Pulse Energy Normalisation

As mentioned in section 3.3.4 already, the Thomson scattering signal is proportional
to the laser energy (cf. equation 1.3.6), which must always be accounted for in post-
processing. Unfortunately, it was not possible to find the laser settings for which the
burst mode provides perfectly equal energy per pulse due to the limitations of the
oscilloscope available in the laboratory. Therefore, the energy of each laser pulse was
planned to be monitored during operation. Employing the energy measurements,
one could then apply a normalisation factor to the data to adjust to the actual
laser energy rather than set it equal for all burst pulses. For the purpose of this
monitoring, a fast PIN diode monitoring has been carried out, resulting in the
setup described in section 2.3 and shown in fig. 2.3.5.
A typical laser pulse detected with the PIN diode is shown in fig. 3.4.1.
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Fig. 3.4.1.: PIN diode signal of a SplitLight2500 laser pulse.

The pulse height and the integral of the signal were compared to the pyroelectric
energy monitor signal to determine if one or both provide a reliable monitor for the
laser energy. A base-line subtraction was applied to the diode signal beforehand.
A resulting measurement taken during W7-X shot 20171109.042 can be found in
fig. 3.4.2.
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Fig. 3.4.2.: Energy signals from the PEM and the PIN diode, normalised to the
respective median values.

From −10 s to −5 s the energy ramp-up of the lasers can be identified. The
PEM signal extends some seconds compared to the diode signals because the data
acquisition of the diode stops when the plasma discharge ends, whereas the PEM
uses an independent data acquisition system. The end of the PEM signal therefore
denotes the end of the laser emission. Additionally, a large fluctuation of the
mean laser energy after the ramp-up is visible on all monitor signals, although the
energy scatter according to the manufacturer is less than 1 %. This is discussed in
appendix D.
The three monitor signals agree well, although the integral signal seems to have a
somewhat larger deviation from the PEM than the peak signal. Additionally, the
integral signal is more sensitive to stray light reflected at various surfaces in the
last mirror box (stretching the diode signals’ horizontal extension) than the peak
signal which indicates the maximal signal measured by the diode at a fixed time
point. Accordingly, the signal’s peak-height was selected to become the fast energy
monitoring signal.
The signals’ peak-height linearity in the range provided by the ADCs was measured
in the laboratory. The ADCs’ range is −1 V to +1 V and an offset can be defined.
For the diode no offset was implemented; this reduced the available resolution by
1/2 to 0 - 1 V because the diode signal is always positive. Based on the 14 bits
that are usually available, the remaining 8192 discretization levels should still be
sufficient. The desired diode output range is 0.5 - 1 V since the energy ramp-up is
only of minor interest and the important pulse energy measurements for the data
normalisation are taken after it.
Light of different laser energies was analysed with the diode output voltage within
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that range, analysing the linearity between laser energy and output voltage. The
result of this study is shown in fig. 3.4.3. The measurement simulated real
conditions. Therefore a part of the laser light was extracted by a quartz plate and
smoothed with a diffuse reflecting quartz disc like in the real setup, which explains
the comparably low energy values in the graph.
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Fig. 3.4.3.: Peak voltage of the PIN diode employed as fast laser monitor.

As desired, the scaling between energy and peak voltage is linear within the
uncertainties for the analysed interval. The energy uncertainty was derived from
the accuracy of the employed “Scientech” laboratory energy monitor “PHDX50”.
Since the physics of the scattering process is the same for the burst mode and only
the laser energy changes (the density scales linearly with the laser energy), it is
now possible to apply a normalisation factor to the burst-mode Thomson data at
each timestamp using the fast energy monitor signal. To determine the absolute
laser energy from the relative diode peak signal, a comparison to the PEM signal
is made.
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Fig. 3.4.4.: PEM and diode signals for burst-mode operation. The slow PEM
integrates over the four burst pulses which are recognized as individual
points by the diode. The timestamp of the data point is generated at
the end of the integration process which is why the PEM measurement
seems to be delayed but it is not.

Since the PEM measurement is integrated over several milliseconds, it is not able to
recognize the four burst pulses individually. It therefore sees a sum of the four pulse
energies which is consequently about four times higher. Additionally, the plot shows
a small energy deviation of the second Pockels cell pulses of each flash lamp cycle
(diode points no. 2 and 4). While diode points 1 and 3 (the first Pockels cell pulses
of each flash lamp cycle) have the same energy, pulse 2 and 4 deviate from the
desired value hence the parameters could not be sufficiently adjusted as explained.
From the relative proportions of the four pulses and knowing the absolute energy
of the sum of the pulses from the PEM measurement, it is now possible to gain the
absolute energy for each pulse. This results in the aforementioned normalisation
factor.
To cross-check the reliability of the procedure, the Raman calibration, introduced
in section 1.3, was executed during burst-mode operation. After applying the
energy normalisation, the Raman signals of the individual burst pulses (1-4) were
compared. Given the fix and uniform densities featuring the Raman calibration,
the energy normalised Raman scattering signal should be equal for all individual
burst pulses. Although the drawn conclusions are quite important in the further
course of this thesis, the whole process is rather technical. Therefore, the detailed
steps undertaken can be found in appendix C.
The most important finding was, that the energy normalisation introduced a large
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signal fluctuation. Without the normalisation, the Raman signals scatter was of
the range of the uncertainty of the scattering process itself. Only the mean value
of the Raman signals from the individual 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th pulse in the bursts
were shifted according to their slightly different energy arising from the insufficient
energy balance.
An investigation of the laser beam path in the Thomson scattering mirror boxes
yielded a truncation of the laser beam both before the entrance and after the exit
of the plasma vessel. As main source of this truncation a thermal drift of the laser
beam and its resulting clipping at the edges of optical and mechanical components
was identified. It could be greatly reduced by a beam control camera and alignment
system installed for this purpose subsequently, and an air conditioner in the laser
room, both of which is discussed in appendix D.
These interventions helped to ensure a sufficient fraction of the laser power reached
the scattering volumes to perform Thomson scattering measurements. However,
the truncation of the beam could never be fully remedied and always varied sightly
due to the thermal drift and mechanical vibrations. Thus, the total incident power
remains unknown. Under these conditions, an independent calibration of the
Thomson scattering density data was impossible.
Therefore, a line-integral of the Thomson scattering density will be adjusted to the
line-integrated interferometry density signal for the whole campaign, i.e. for burst-
and normal-mode Thomson scattering. This adjustment method is explained in
the next chapter.
A general overview of the W7-X interferometer and its functionality is given in “A
New Dispersion Interferometer for the Stellarator Wendelstein 7-X” by J. Knauer
et. al. [68].
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3.4.2. Thomson Scattering Profile Integration and Calibration
to the Interferometer Density

To cross-calibrate the Thomson scattering data to the interferometer density, it
was necessary to map the line-of-sight (LOS) from one diagnostic to the other or,
as in our case, to transform both in coordinates of “effective radii”. An effective
radius is defined via the magnetic flux surfaces introduced in section 1.1.2. The flux
surfaces can not only be identified by their label number (0 - magnetic axis to 1 -
LCFS) but also by their radii. With the coordinate system transformation used by
the applied mapping code “VMEC2000” [69] the flux surfaces become cylindrically
symmetric, defining the effective radii as follows:

reff =
√

A

π
, (3.4.1)

where A is the cross-sectional area of a constant magnetic flux torus. With the
assumption that v‖ � v⊥, introduced in section 1.1.2, particles move fast along
field lines, and therefore density and temperature should equilibrate quick on a
flux surface and the corresponding effective radius. Therefore, the electron density
from the Thomson scattering and interferometry diagnostics can be compared in
the VMEC coordinate system at equal effective radii. The magnetic configuration
applied for the mapping is called “EJM” or “Standard Configuration” and is
denoted by the VMEC ID “w7x_ref_1”. It features the following machine and
plasma parameters:

• main coil currents [A]: 15000, 15000, 15000, 15000, 15000, 0, 0,

• net toroidal plasma current [A]: 0,

• magnetic axis field [T]: 2.72,

• toroidal plasma β [%]: 0,

• minor radius [m]: 0.54,

• major radius [m]: 5.51,

• volume inside the LCFS [m3]: 31.56.

In the real setup and when it comes to pellet injection events, some constrains
must be applied to the above mentioned assumptions.

1. As described in section 1.4, the density on a flux surface is far from constant
during the pellet ablation and deposition phase.
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2. The toroidal plasma β is zero only for the vacuum case. As soon as a plasma
is present, the plasma β is a positive number, increasing with for example the
plasma density, which likewise increases significantly during pellet injection.

3. Currently, the W7-X Thomson scattering diagnostic only provides data for
the outer half of the plasma cross section. To compare these “half profiles”
to the interferometry data, mirror-symmetrical “full profiles” are assumed.

Fortunately, the LOS of the Thomson scattering diagnostic and the interferometer
are close to each other (<10 cm beam-to-beam distance). Therefore, the poloidal
penetration position of the flux surfaces is similar for both diagnostics, keeping the
error arising from no. 1 small.
The error introduced by the non-zero plasma β in no. 2 is small as well. The
outward shift of the flux surfaces for non-zero β values is the strongest in the centre,
where β reaches the highest values due to the high plasma pressure arising from
high plasma temperature and density. Additionally, the central tori, corresponding
to low reff , are of small volumes and therefore both the enclosed density and the
error from its shift are small.
No. 3 cannot be avoided. Density peaks on the inboard side will not be seen by
the Thomson diagnostic but will by the interferometer; peaks on the outboard
side will be mirrored in full profiles and subsequently taken into account twice.
In combination with the interferometer calibration, this will lead to an artificial
up-shift of the density half-profiles for HFS injection and an underestimation of the
density half-profiles for LFS injection. This is discussed in section 3.5 & chapter 4.
After mapping both diagnostic LOSs, the Thomson half-profiles were mirrored
to produce artificial full profiles and interpolated employing robust univariate
splines. The reff of scattering volumes outside the LCFS were approximated by the
shortest point-to-point distance along the reff-direction because the strict definition
of reff employed by VMEC does not hold outside the LCFS. Next, the fit was
line-integrated along the direction of reff to gain a quantity comparable to the line-
integrated measurement of the interferometer. For the purpose of the integration,
the interferometer two lines-of-sight (incident and reflected beam) were discretised
by 102, equidistant points between vessel entrance and exit in real coordinates.
To take into account that they do not pass trough the plasma centre, the reff
interval missed was excluded from the Thomson scattering profile line-integral
for each individual beam (the incident and reflected beam cross the vessel at
slightly different heights). From the line-integrated density thus obtained and
the interferometer line-integrated density, a factor was calculated to be applied to
the Thomson profiles for each timestamp in a dataset. As mentioned before, this
procedure has several limitations and it was assumed, that the profile shape was
unaffected by the truncation of the laser beam.
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scattering (TS) data for burst and normal mode. The four pulses of
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To validate this procedure, the temporal evolution of the uncalibrated Thomson
line integrals were plotted together with the energy-normalised and interferometry-
normalised integrals as well as the interferometry signal itself, as shown in fig.
3.4.5. Visible for both the normal and the burst mode, the uncalibrated Thomson
scattering line-integral density does not match the interferometry density before
the calibration but fits well after the interferometer calibration procedure.
The interferometry signal employed for the described calibration must be precisely
temporally aligned to the Thomson measurement; otherwise, the four burst pulses
will not match the density steps introduced by the ablation of the pellet material,
and the whole calibration would be inaccurate. Whereas a few milliseconds would
not play a role for the usually “slowly” changing line-integrated density, the pellets
introduce a very quick (sub-millisecond) and rather massive density change. Out of
the set of signals provided by the interferometry group, the “analogue signal” was
the only one with the necessary time precision, as is discussed in the next section.
It was originally planned as a backup to the regularly standard signal, which in
contrast to the analogue signal already includes a “fringe-jump correction” (further
discussed in [68]). Unfortunately this standard density signal suffers from a several
millisecond jitter arising from its transmission via Ethernet and could therefore
not be utilised for the calibration of the Thomson density data obtained during
pellet injection. The fringe-jumps therefore needed to be corrected by hand for all
burst shots before being able to use the analogue signal instead.
In the normal, non-event triggered operation of the Thomson diagnostic shown
in fig. 3.4.5 (a) and (b), for the W7-X shot 20171123.037, pellets are always
missed by the non-even-triggered normal-mode Thomson measurements, and no
transient profile effects on the sub-millisecond timescale introduced by pellets could
be observed. In contrast, from fig. 3.4.5 (c), it is shown, how well the timing of the
Thomson measurement was aligned to the pellet injection timing for event-triggered
burst-mode operation. A more detailed discussion follows in the next section.
One more observation can be made from fig. 3.4.5 (d): the relative densities for
burst pulse 2 and 4 (purple & orange stars - the second Pockels cell pulse each)
deviate from 1 and 3 (blue & rose stars - first Pockels cell pulses) even for relatively
flat line-integrated densities such as those between 5 - 6 s; this is why only the
first and third pulses from a burst will be shown in the following sections. This
deviation needs further careful investigation before it can be understood. For
instance, the deviation did not appear during the Raman measurements where all
four pulses in one burst exhibited similar energy progression (cf. fig. C.0.6) even
though their absolute energies were different, which could be corrected by a energy
normalisation, if the laser was not truncated.
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3.5. Verification of the Event-Triggered Burst
Mode’s Ability to Detect Pellet Effects

For the new diagnostic to measure the effects introduced to the plasma by a pellet,
it needs to satisfy the spatio-temporal boundaries given by this event as well as
provide a sufficient radial and density/temperature resolution.
As discussed in section 1.4, the HPI2 code predicts that the ablation and deposi-
tion will happen within 1 ms after the injection of the pellet. Additionally some
profile redistribution might happen subsequently. Therefore, the 12 planned pulses
were distributed evenly spaced with 100 µs clearance to cover a 1.2 ms interval as
explained in section 1.2.2. With the loss of 2 out of 3 lasers, the 4 pulses left were
situated at 150 µs, 250 µs, 750 µs and 850 µs including the delay arising from the
trigger and laser system. This would still allow most of the pellet event to be
covered, i.e. as a proof of principle, if the 4 pulses matched the pellet timing.
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Fig. 3.5.1.: Timing of the burst pulses indicated by the black vertical lines on top
of an ECE (electron cyclotron emission) radiation Te spectrum. The
grey lines were added to indicate the asymmetry of the Te decrease and
the frequency range around 140 GHz was faded out.
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In fig. 3.5.1 the timing of a HFS pellet-triggered burst of 4 laser pulses (black
lines) is compared to the ECE (electron cyclotron emission) temperature spectrum
during pellet injection. The ECE data for the frequency range 138 - 141 GHz was
not yet calibrated by the ECE group with disturbance caused by the ECRH, and
is therefore faded-out in all ECE plots. The dashed line indicates 140 GHz, which
is radiated close to the magnetic axis. Higher frequencies are radiated further to
the inboard and lower frequencies further to the outboard side of the torus. The
propagation asymmetry can be explained by the plasma β increase introduced
by the pellet locally reducing the magnetic field and hence the ECE frequency.
Each channel is normalized to its maximum in the shown interval to highlight the
temporal match between the ECE electron temperature decrease introduced by
the pellet and the burst-mode timing. Unfortunately most of the ECE channels
were in “cut-off” for LFS pellet injections, at least for the shots analysed. In the
cut-off case the density lies above the values for which the plasma is transparent
for the ECE radiation. Therefore, a similar analysis could not be performed for
LFS pellets. Additionally profiles need to be reconstructed from the spectra first
before more careful analysis can be done. The moment the LFS pellet arrives to
the plasma is visible as cut-off and hence the ECE spectrum can still be employed
to check the quality of the burst-mode timing. As shown in fig. 3.5.2, as a rep-
resentative example, the burst was sufficiently triggered for LFS pellets as well.
Slight fluctuations in the timing found for different pellets might be explained by
the pellets’ injection side and need further investigation to be fully understood.
The analogue interferometry line-integrated density signal is displayed in fig. 3.5.2
and fig. 3.5.3 likewise. The time of the density increase introduced by the pellet
matches with the ECE temperature decrease as well as with the burst-pulse timings.
In contrast to the concern that the provided trigger might be too close to the pellet
event (cf. section 3.1) the results in fig. 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, show the trigger was
set off several hundred microseconds ahead of the pellet reaching the plasma. Other
diagnostics triggered by the Hα-signal experienced the same phenomenon. For
the burst-mode Thomson scattering diagnostic, this was a fortunate coincidence
providing profile data of the unperturbed plasma, which could later be compared
to the pellet-affected profiles.
As discussed and shown in fig. 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, the burst-mode timing was compared
for three independent diagnostics (Hα as Thomson scattering trigger, the ECE,
and the interferometer diagnostic), validating the successful triggering of the bursts
to the moment of pellet injection in W7-X. Additionally it seems like most of the
time-interval of the density and temperature change introduced by the pellet is
covered. This interval will increase if the three lasers (12 pulses) become available
in the next campaign.
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W7-X 20171206.018: Pellet no. 2 - LFS

Fig. 3.5.2.: Overview of the electron temperature and density effects of the 2nd
pellet injected in W7-X program 20171206.018 from LFS. The energy
normalised (c) and the interferometry calibrated (d) density profiles
are shown for comparison.
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Note: The Hα monitoring diode is sensitive to all sorts of events which cause
(sufficient) radiation in a certain wavelength range. This incorrect triggering hap-
pened from time to time (cf. fig. 3.4.5 (d) at 1.75 s), but overall rather rarely. An
option to reduce this effect significantly would be to install a narrow-band filter
transparent only for the Hα line in front of the trigger diode.

After the temporal match, the second parameter analysed was the spacial res-
olution. As shown in fig. 2.3.3, the spacial resolution at the edge is 8 cm and
increases nearer the plasma core. With the pellet cloud expanding up to 40 cm
during its deposition phase, it was easily detectable. In fig. 3.5.2 (d) the plasmoid
changes it size from ≈ 20 cm at 750 µs after injection to ≈ 40 cm diameter in real
space at 850 µs after injection. At the same time, its centre drifts ≈ 10 cm to the
outboard side, implying a drift velocity of 1000 m/s. All the measured numbers
lie within the intervals predicted by the HPI2 code. The density increase and the
penetration depth seem to be larger than predicted for LFS pellets. Unfortunately,
for the HFS case, no more than a slight overall increase in density is visible. The
following estimate shows that the size of the HFS pellets should be sufficient to
introduce a density increase larger than the Thomson scattering error bars. With
the assumption of HFS pellets containing 9 × 1019 hydrogen atoms at the arrival
at the plasma (cf. section 2.2) deposited within an reff interval of 20 cm, the
density increase would still be larger than the Thomson scattering error, even if
the HFS pellets were deposed only in the edge 20 cm where the volume is the largest.

Tab. 3.5.1.: Expected density increase at different radial positions for HFS pellets
compared to the typical Thomson scattering error at the same position.

reff [m] ∆V [m3] ∆ne [1019 m−3] Thomson error [1019 m−3]

0.6 − 0.4 21.7 4.14 × 1018 2.8 × 1018

0.4 − 0.2 13.0 6.91 × 1018 2.8 × 1018

0.2 − 0 4.3 2.07 × 1019 3.0 × 1018

Therefore, another explanation was needed to understand why no density peak
could be identified on the profile, and was given by the toroidal extension of the
cloud. As stated in section 1.4, the maximal length of the cloud is 25 m at the
end of the homogenization phase. With the Thomson scattering located at 171◦ in
toroidal coordinates and the pellet injection at 231◦, the angle between both is 60◦

and the distance along the magnetic axis is ≈ 6 m given the W7-X major radius of
5.5 m / ≈ 35 m circumference. While in the LFS case the 12.5 m extension of the
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cloud (to both sides) is sufficient to reach the Thomson LOS in positive toroidal
direction, the HFS cloud would need multiple toroidal revolutions to appear on the
outboard half side of the torus that is observed with the current Thomson scattering
diagnostic. It can therefore only be detected as an overall density increase rather
than a sharp, well-defined cloud because during the revolutions it gets deluded and
burred. Additionally, it is questionable whether it arrives on the outer half-profile
before the last burst measurement is taken. This depends on the flux surface
the cloud passes on its expected inwards drift. Nevertheless, the outer surfaces
with larger diameter are passed first and thus it is assumed that the material on
these surfaces needs too many toroidal evolutions (ῑ is close to, but not equal
to 1) to arrive in time. On the other hand the clouds drifted through the whole
plasma are greatly diluted and hence cannot longer be observed as sharp density
peaks on the outboard half-profile. Fortunately, the inboard side of the Thomson
scattering diagnostic is currently under preparation and will be available for the
next campaign to study HFS pellet injection.
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Fig. 3.5.4.: Thomson LOS (red) compared to the pellet injection “line” (green,
approximated by the connection between the HFS and LFS injection
ports) at a toroidal angle of 171◦ for the W7-X standard configuration.

One should note that the plasmoids of LFS injected pellets as well could only be
observed if they map onto the Thomson LOS while taking the rotational transform
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(winding of the magnetic field lines around the torus) into account. This mapping
was exemplarily performed for the vacuum standard configuration, which is close
to the experimental conditions, for the analysed pellet shots. The non-zero plasma
β during operation introduces a moderate outward shift which is largest at the
plasma centre. The result of the mapping process is shown in fig. 3.5.4. For this
configuration the lines show an adequate agreement, implying that the plasmoid
expands up to 40 cm, and the maximal distance between both LOSs is 20 cm.
Therefore, the plasmoid would at least overlap with the Thomson scattering LOS.
The mapping for different magnetic configurations would result in slight variations
of the pellet line, but even for the high ῑ cases, the deviation from the shown plot
is 35 cm at the edge only and decreases toward the centre.
Additionally, the pellets exit the guiding tube with an angular spread of up to 14◦

[58], which can result in a large deviation from the “pellet line” (green crosses)
drawn in fig. 3.5.4. The pellets may therefore fly along the line or appear above
or below as shown in images from the LFS pellets at 3.110 s and 3.304 s in W7-X
program 20171115.018 in fig. 3.5.5. They were observed with the burst-mode
Thomson scattering diagnostic as well and will be analysed in chapter 4.

(a) LFS pellet at 3.110 s. (b) LFS pellet at 3.304 s.

Fig. 3.5.5.: Deviation of the LFS pellet flight paths from the designed path
indicated by the white line. The image shown is the last frame from a
series taken for each LFS pellet in W7-X 201115.018. Only a
rectangular region of interest in the right side of the image was
actually recorded; the image of the background plasma and the field
lines were added for comparison (provided by [70]).

It has been observed that some pellets cross the designed path, which can also be
explained by drifts of the cloud material. Nevertheless, a crossing of the Thomson
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line of sight cannot be observed with the burst mode, which still has a too low
repetition frequency. Fortunately, the interferometry diagnostic has a very similar
LOS and is sampled with 100 kHz. Therefore, it is possible to show this effect in
fig. 3.5.6 on the line integrated density.
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Fig. 3.5.6.: A LFS pellet (b) and a HFS pellet (c) introducing an overshoot in the
line integrated density data from the Thomson LOS interferometer.

The discussed circumstances and results prove that the event-triggered burst-mode
Thomson scattering diagnostic as developed for this thesis is able to measure
transient density and temperature profile effects introduced by pellets injected into
W7-X plasmas. The limitations were spotted and can explain the significance of
the profile effects, i.e., for HFS injected pellets. It was also possible to verify several
predictions made by the HPI2 code. A further discussion of the physics results
from Thomson scattering data employing the event-triggered burst mode follows in
the next chapter.
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4. Brief Overview on Pellet Physics
Observed in Burst Mode
Operation

In this chapter some results from radial fuelling studies are shown to demonstrate the
capabilities of the new event-triggered burst-mode Thomson scattering diagnostic.
The short-timescale effects of pellet injection are examined employing the burst
measurements. Additionally, inter-burst profile changes were analysed to study the
radial evolution after pellet injection. In all cases, HFS and LFS injections were
compared whenever data was available. On top of this, a comparison to fuelling
with gas puffing was carried out. Finally the “pre-cooling effect”, as found for other
plasma experiments [71], is shown for W7-X pellet series.
Comparisons between the total fuelling rates determined via the interferometer
line-integrated density measurements and the total Thomson profile integration
are obsolete because the Thomson profiles were calibrated to the interferometer
densities as described in section 3.4.2. Nevertheless, the crucial advantage of the
Thomson scattering measurements in comparison to the interferometry is the radial
resolution which allows only material within the LCFS to be taken into account for
the fuelling studies. The ratio between the predicted pellet particle content at the
exit of the guiding tubes (cf. section 2.2) and the density increase within the LCFS
was used to calculate the fuelling efficiency. Moreover, it was possible to radially
analyse the density changes and validate whether the desired core fuelling could be
achieved with a single pellet or with multiple pellets, or with gas fuelling.
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4.1. Radial Fuelling on Sub-Millisecond Timescale

For the analysis of fast radial density and temperature changes the pellets injected
in programs 20171206.018 at 3.539 s (LFS - 2nd pellet) and 20171206.030 at 28.708 s
(HFS - 2nd pellet) were chosen. In section 3.5, the appropriate trigger timing
was shown in fig. 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 and the electron temperature, density, and
pressure profiles were displayed. In this chapter only the relative density and
temperature changes were plotted for better clarity. The error intervals displayed
for both, the electron temperature and density obtained from Thomson scattering
measurements, denote a 1σ standard deviation from the most likely values obtained
from the procedure explained in section 1.3. As an overview some important plasma
parameters were plotted for the time interval of the pellet injection. The according
overview plots for the entire shot can be found in the appendix, section E.

A LFS Pellet in 20171206.018

The W7-X discharge 20171206.018 was a pure hydrogen discharge heated with the
second harmonic extraordinary mode (X2-mode) of 140 GHz microwave radiation.
The incident ECRH power during the injection of a mixture of HFS and LFS
hydrogen pellets is displayed in fig. 4.1.1. The 2nd of 5 pellets was injected to
20171206.018 at 3.539 s from low field side and observed with the event-triggered
burst-mode Thomson scattering diagnostic. (Note: The 1st pellet did not introduce
a noticeable density increase to the interferometer density signal but was clearly
seen by the Hα monitoring diode.)
As already mentioned in section 3.5, the density increase introduced by the plasmoid
is clearly visible 750 µs after the Hα - trigger at reff = 0.2 − 0.45 m with a maximum
of ∆ne ≈ 1.4 × 1019 m−3 at reff = 0.3 m in fig. 4.1.2. The peak density increases
to ∆ne ≈ 3.8 × 1019 m−3 and drifts to reff = 0.4 m, 100 µs later, while the radial
extension ranges from reff = 0.25 m to reff = 0.5 m by than. These extensions and
the according drift velocity (1000 m/s) match to the HPI2 predictions [57, 60] as
stated earlier. Even though the ablation of the pellet was not completely finished
(cf. 3.5.2), no later measurement was available due to the lack of the second and
third lasers. Therefore, the particle input was calculated for the measurement
850 µs after the Hα trigger for all analysed short timescale pellet measurements.
To calculate the total number of electrons, the electron density increment, shown
in fig. 4.1.2, is integrated radially, assuming the density in the torus slices to be
constant between the Thomson scattering volumes. To account for the half-profiles,
a factor of 2 was applied to the results. For the LFS pellet shown, the number of
electrons deposited within the LCFS was (2.3 ± 1.7) × 1020 m−3. The uncertainty
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interval was calculated the same way using the difference between upper and lower
threshold cut in half. Compared to the estimate provided in section 2.2 (∆N
= 2 × 1020 electrons per LFS pellet), the result and the corresponding fuelling
efficiency η = (115 ± 85) % seem reasonable given the large error.
The radial position of the relative temperature change (compared to the temperature
profile 150 µs after the Hα - trigger, which is usually still a few hundred microseconds
ahead of the arrival of the pellet) correlates with the location of the density increase.
One should note that the constantly applied central ECRH heating probably affects
the result. The electron energy We in fig. 4.1.1 (d) changes only within the
uncertainty interval during pellet injection, indicating the adiabatic nature of the
process. This holds for all pellets analysed.

A HFS Pellet in 20171206.030

The W7-X discharge 20171206.030 was a helium discharge until, starting from 23.5 s,
7 hydrogen pellets were injected from HFS. The discharge was heated with the
X2-mode of 140 GHz microwave radiation. The incident ECRH power is displayed
in fig. 4.1.4. The 2nd pellet was injected to 20171206.018 at 23.707 s and observed
with the event-triggered burst-mode Thomson scattering diagnostic.
In contrast to low field side injection, a marked density peak could not be found on
the outboard side Thomson profile; nevertheless, a slight overall density increase
is noticeable. As mentioned in section 3.5, the increase could be distorted by the
calibration to the interferometer and the fact that the Thomson scattering diagnostic
only observes one half-profile. A possible effect of a pellet that is only present on the
inboard side would therefore be accounted for twice and lead to an overestimation
of the density on the outboard half-profile. In fact, the density increment displayed
in fig. 4.1.5 results in an increase of (1.8 ± 1.6) × 1020 electrons in the total electron
number within the LCFS (compared to the prediction of 0.9 × 1020 electrons per
HFS pellet), giving a fuelling efficiency of η = (200 ± 178) %, which seems to be
off by a factor of 2.
The relative temperature change is, as for the LFS pellet, negative for reff = 0.3 m
up to the LCFS as shown in fig. 4.1.6.
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Fig. 4.1.1.: W7-X discharge 20171206.018 overview plot during the pellet injection
phase. The dashed black lines indicate the timing of the Thomson scat-
tering measurements; dashed grey lines indicate the uniform standard
trigger. If the Thomson scattering diagnostic was triggered by a pellet
the lines do not overlap. The pellet injection side is indicated by HFS
(high field side) or LFS (low field side). The full overview plot can be
found in the appendix.
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Fig. 4.1.5.: Electron density change induced by the 2nd pellet (low field side)
injected during W7-X discharge 20171206.030 relative to the first density
profile from the burst.
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4.2. Radial Fuelling on Multi-Millisecond Timescale

To compare the injection of single pellets to pellet series and gas guff fuelling with
respect to the radial particle deposition, the electron density profiles from the first
pulse of a burst was compared to the first pulse of the next burst. Those pulses
provide Thomson data a few 100 µs ahead of the next pellet injected; therefore,
this method provides information about the temperature and density profiles
after complete ablation and deposition of the former pellet. Evidence that the
aforementioned procedure is valid because the profiles do not change significantly
between two pellets will be given in section 4.3.
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4.2.1. Single Pellet Fuelling

Fortunately, in W7-X discharges 20171121.025 and 20171206.030, the burst-mode
Thomson scattering diagnostic was triggered by the second pellet of the series,
which allowed for the comparison of the Thomson scattering data from before the
first pellet to the data right before the second pellet. This data can be treated like
data from a single pellet, since no change to the background plasma was introduced
by a previous pellet.
The first pellet was injected from HFS in 20171206.030 and from LFS in 20171121.025.
W7-X 20171121.025 was a pure hydrogen discharge; 13 pellets were injected from
both sides. It was heated with the X2-mode of 140 GHz microwave radiation, and
was terminated when the density exceeded the absorption cutoff of the X2-mode
at 1.2 × 1020 m−3. The incident ECRH power is displayed in the overview plot of
20171121.025 for the time interval of pellet injection in fig. 4.2.1.
The according overview plot for discharge 20171206.030 can be found in section 4.1
were the shot was used already.

Comparison between single HFS and single LFS pellet

From fig. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, one can see that core fuelling was achieved, for both
the single HFS pellet and single LFS pellet, although the deposition appears to
be more (exclusively) central for HFS injection. After ≈ 80 ms the HFS pellet
material had already sufficiently radially equilibrated (as will be discussed in section
4.3) such that the error arising from the exclusive outboard observation of the
Thomson scattering diagnostic should not play a role for the case shown in fig.
4.2.3. The calculated ∆N is (1.0 ± 1.3) × 1020 electrons and the fuelling efficiency,
η, is (111 ± 144) %, which indeed fits to the expectations within the uncertainties.
Interestingly, the fuelling efficiency of the LFS pellet is now slightly too high, even
when considering the large error: η = (175 ± 65) %, or ∆N = (3.5 ± 1.3) electrons,
which needs further investigation. It is possible some impurities were injected
together with the actual pellet.
The relative temperature profile change in the time interval between the two pellets
is negligible as will be discussed in section 4.4 and therefore not shown.
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Fig. 4.2.1.: W7-X discharge 20171121.025 overview plot during the pellet injection
phase. The dashed black lines indicate the timing of the Thomson scat-
tering measurements; dashed grey lines indicate the uniform standard
trigger. If the Thomson scattering diagnostic was triggered by a pellet
the lines do not overlap. The pellet injection side is indicated by HFS
(high field side) or LFS (low field side). The full overview plot can be
found in the appendix.
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4.2.2. Fuelling with Pellet Series

The pellet series from W7-X discharges 20171121.025 (mixed HFS and LFS) and
20171206.030 (pure HFS) were further analysed with respect to their radial pellet
material deposition. As shown in fig. 4.2.4 and 4.2.7, both discharges’ density
profiles do not only generally increase but also become rather peaked. This indicates
that the pellet material finally was deposited more centrally than the single LFS
pellet in particular. This has been observed before in other large stellarator plasma
experiments like LHD [71] and can be explained by a deeper penetration of the latter
pellets in a series made possible by the cooling of the plasma edge by the earlier
pellets. This effect is discussed in section 4.4 in further detail. The predominant
cooling of the edge region is clearly visible in the 3D plot of the electron temperature
during pellet injection in fig. 4.2.4 and 4.2.7.
To compare the different phases within a pellet series, the density profile change
after equilibration is shown in fig. 4.2.5 for (a) the first pellet, (b) the pellets
immediately following, and (c) some later pellets of each series and 4.2.6.

A Mixed HFS and LFS Pellet Series in 20171121.025

In contrast to the pure HFS pellet series injected to W7-X discharge 20171206.030
a mixed HFS and LFS series as used in 20171121.025 was chosen because no pure
LFS pellet series experiments were conducted in W7-X so far. As already discussed
in section 4.2.1, the first LFS pellet’s material is mainly deposited in the outer
regions of the plasma. After pellet 2 (HFS) and 3 (LFS) the deposition becomes
more central and for the pellets 4 - 9 (3 HFS / 3 LFS) a large central density
increase is observed as shown in fig. 4.2.5.
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A Pure HFS Pellet Series in 20171206.030

The density increase per pellet in the pure HFS pellet series is smaller than for
the mixed series (note the different ordinate scaling!). This can be explained by
the pellet’s higher material loss in the longer, stronger bended tube necessary for
HFS injection. The material deposition is relatively central from the first pellet
on. Why the fuelling efficiency of the 5th - 7th pellet decreases compared to pellet
2 - 4 needs further investigation. For some series, both HFS and mixed ones, it was
found that the particle loss between two pellet injections is stronger in later phases
of the series even though the penetration of the material on the ∼ 1 ms timescale
does not worsen. An example of this behaviour can be seen in fig. 4.2.10 in the
next section where the line integrated density from the interferometry diagnostic
stays constant in between the injection of the early pellets of the series but strongly
decreases in between the later pellet injections. This is still an open question to
the community and needs further investigation.

Another current issue the pellet injection group deals with is the design of a steady-
state pellet injector for the post-2020 campaigns. In this context an important
question was whether the E × B - drift in the direction of −∇B as theoretically
predicted (cf. section 1.4) and observed for tokamak plasma experiments would
hinder efficient LFS fuelling in W7-X as well, making HFS pellet injection favourable
for steady-state pellet fuelling [72]. From the results shown, sufficient fuelling seems
possible from both high and low field sides. Therefore, it can be recommended to
design the new steady-state injector to be a pure LFS injector and thus avoid the
technical difficulties that accompany the long, high-curvature tubes necessary for
HFS injection.
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4.2.3. Comparison to Gas Puff Fuelling

One of the most intuitive and commonly applied fuelling techniques is the injection
of gas via gas valves, known as gas puffing or gas fuelling. The W7-X valves are
situated at the lower inboard side vessel edge. As the only other fuelling method
currently available for W7-X plasmas, it was compared to pellet fuelling. For this
purpose, a time interval of W7-X discharge 20171115.038 where the increase of the
line-integrated density employing gas fuelling is comparable to the average increase
during the subsequent pellet series is used (cf. fig. 4.2.9). The total gas flow is
show in all overview plots in sub-figure (b). The density profile change from gas
fuelling is rather similar for all values of reff as shown in fig. 4.2.8.
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Fig. 4.2.8.: Electron density change in W7-X discharge 20171115.038 introduced
by gas puff fuelling. The resulting line integrated density increase in
the period shown was comparable to the average increase during the
later pellet series.

With respect to the toroidal shape of the plasma, this means that most of the
material is deposited in the outer region of the plasma where the volume increment
per reff is larger. In the analysed case, 50 % of the material deposited within the
LCFS relates to material that is located at reff = 0.4 m and further out whereas,
for pellet series, effectively no material was deposited within this region (i.e. only
further inward), at least not for the later pellets within the series. Therefore, peaked
profiles cannot be introduced by gas puff fuelling but rather by pellet fuelling.
Plasmas with peaked density profiles are desirable because, in addition to several
other advantages, they suffer less from strong edge radiation, and can therefore
achieve, better performance and higher overall densities.
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Fig. 4.2.10.: W7-X discharge 20171115.038 overview plot during the pellet injection
phase. The dashed black lines indicate the timing of the Thomson
scattering measurements; dashed grey lines indicate the uniform stan-
dard trigger. If the Thomson scattering diagnostic was triggered by a
pellet the lines do not overlap. The pellet injection side is indicated
by HFS (high field side) or LFS (low field side).
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4.3. Profile Studies Between two Pellets from a
Series

The W7-X discharge 20171206.025 was a helium discharge until 8 hydrogen pellets
were injected from HFS starting at 23.5 s. The discharge was heated with the
X2-mode of 140 GHz microwave radiation. The incident ECRH power is displayed
in fig. 4.3.2. The 1st and 2nd pellet were injected when the burst-mode Thomson
scattering diagnostic could not accept an external event trigger (cf. section 3.2)
and was triggered automatically by the standard trigger ≈ 2.3 ms after the second
pellet. The 3rd pellet’s trigger was accepted and hence the rare situation occurred
where the time interval between two pellets within a series could be analysed. The
line integrated density obtained from the interferometer measurements is shown
for the corresponding interval in fig. 4.3.1.
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Fig. 4.3.1.: The line integrated electron density signal of W7-X discharge
20171606.025 plotted between the second and the third pellet. The
dashed black lines indicate the timing of the Thomson scattering mea-
surements; the Hα pellet ablation light diode-signal in arbitrary units
is shown in orange for comparison.

In fig. 4.3.3 the electron density profile change induced by the first two pellets is
shown at 2.3 ms. Similarly in fig. 4.3.4 the electron density profile change between
2.3 ms and 75.5 ms after the second pellet is shown depicting the 73.2 ms period
where the interferometry signal does not change except for a small decrease.

The profile change introduced by the two pellets shown in fig. 4.3.3 is rather
large, whereas in the period where no pellet was injected, shown in fig. 4.3.4, no
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trigger. If the Thomson scattering diagnostic was triggered by a pellet
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(high field side) or LFS (low field side). The full overview plot can be
found in the appendix.
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Fig. 4.3.3.: Electron density change in W7-X discharge 20171206.025 introduced
by two pellets injected from HFS 2.3 ms after the second pellet was
injected.
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no further pellet was injected.
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significant profile change was found except some small fluctuations that mainly
lie within the uncertainties. From the two aforementioned plots and the mostly
unchanged line-integrated density in the interval between the pellets, it is safe to
say that the density profile rearrangement was finished within the 2.3 ms period
after the second pellet.
Neoclassical particle transport was predicted to occur on much slower timescales on
the order of 0.5 s in W7-X [59]. This experimental finding of much faster particle
transport (< 2.3 ms) is rather remarkable, because it indicates the presence of
anomalous transport mechanisms that dominate the neoclassical transport.
Additionally, this very quick equilibration is interesting with respect to the time
interval of the a burst from the burst-mode Thomson scattering diagnostic being
1.2 ms. It seems like most of the profile change will be observable with the fully
equipped burst-mode diagnostic in the next operational campaign. Moreover, it
might be possible to rearrange the timing of the burst pulses such that ≈ 2 ms will
be covered.
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4.4. Pre-Cooling and Penetration Depth of Serial
Pellets

The W7-X discharge 20171115.018 was a pure helium discharge until a mixture of
14 HFS and LFS hydrogen pellets was injected starting at 2.8 s. (Note: The 1st and
2nd pellets did not introduce a noticeable density increase but were clearly seen by
the Hα monitoring diode.) The discharge was heated with the X2-mode of 140 GHz
microwave radiation up until 2 s and with O2-mode (second harmonic ordinary
mode) afterwards. The incident ECRH power during the injection of hydrogen
pellets is displayed in fig. 4.4.2. The 6th and the 11th pellet were both injected
from low field side and observed with the event-triggered burst-mode Thomson
scattering diagnostic as shown in fig. 4.4.2 (c). The electron temperature profiles
for the pellet injection time interval are shown as 3D plot in fig. 4.4.1.
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Fig. 4.4.1.: Electron temperature profile evolution of W7-X discharge 20171115.018
in the pellet injection time interval. Temperature spikes outside the
LCFS exceeding the central temperature were set to zero.

As can be seen, the overall temperature decreases sightly; but more importantly,
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trigger. If the Thomson scattering diagnostic was triggered by a pellet
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found in the appendix.
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Fig. 4.4.5.: Electron density change induced by the 11th pellet (low field side)
injected during W7-X discharge 20171115.018 relative to the first density
profile from the burst.

the edge cools disproportionately as indicated by the light blue gradient region
in fig. 4.4.1 shifting inward. Additionally, to investigate the change during the
pellet ablation phase, which cannot be discretised with the low time resolution of
fig. 4.4.1, the temperature change ∆T/T within the burst is shown in fig. 4.4.4.
A temperature decrease of about 40 % can be found for the fourth burst (850 µs)
between reff ≈ 0.25 m and reff ≈ 0.45 m. This “pre-cooling” allows the next pellet
to penetrate deeper than the previous pellet because the pellet material ablation
rate is smaller for lower background plasma temperature. Accordingly, the peak
density increase introduced by the 11th pellet was found now penetrating deeper,
up to reff ≈ 0.36 m, as shown in fig. 4.4.5, whereas the peak increase of the 6th
pellet was found further out at reff ≈ 0.52 m as shown in fig. 4.4.3.
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5. Conclusions and Outlook

The conclusions presented in this chapter cover the event-triggered burst-mode
Thomson scattering diagnostic’s upgrade as well as the pellet fuelling studies carried
out employing the upgraded diagnostic. A short outlook to further applications
and improvements is given subsequently.
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5.1. Conclusions

To detect short transient events, it is necessary to synchronize event and measure-
ment. With the developed trigger logic utilizing the pellet ablation Hα trigger signal,
it succeeded in reliably triggering the Thomson scattering laser system, matching
the timings of cryogenic pellets injected into the plasma. The laboratory tests
showed the general applicability for other trigger events as well and demonstrated
the logic circuit developed for the purpose of triggering meets all requirements.
These requirements were filtering for events in a certain acceptance interval and
blocking the regular trigger accordingly to maintain the original repetition fre-
quency on average. Moreover, no harm was caused to the laser system confirming
that it stayed within the thermal limits, as calculated employing the general heat
equation, even for non-uniform laser pulse triggering.
The duration of the pellet ablation and depositions effects is approximately 1 ms.
To provide several measurements in this time interval, the special burst-mode
operation regime of the Thomson scattering lasers was employed. The potential
risks accompanying the burst-mode laser operation were carefully assessed in the
laboratory investigations. The laser configurations were optimized such that the
beam profile and the beam pointing stability did not change compared to the normal
operation. Laser self emission was impeded and the energies of individual burst
pulses were maximized and balanced. The chosen burst contains four consecutive
laser pulses with ≈ 1 J energy per pulse compared to the ≈ 1.5 J energy per pulse
of normal mode operation. It was verified that the optical components employed in
the laser and the beam path could withstand the loads of the burst-mode operation.
The reliable operation of the Thomson scattering diagnostic in burst mode as whole
was shown.
For the setup at W7-X, a fast energy monitor employing a pin diode and a diffu-
sive reflecting quartz plate was set-up to surveil the individual pulse energies of
the laser in burst-mode operation. Its proper functionality was validated by an
absolutely-calibrated pyroelectric monitor. The not-yet fully understood energy
fluctuation of each 2nd laser pulse generated by the repeated switching of the laser
Pockels cell was identified by the fast energy monitor. Furthermore, indications of
the later verified clipping of the laser beam as well as the thermal drift were found
employing the energy monitor signal over the course of a day.
Nevertheless, one of the main unexpected difficulties of this work arose from the
clipping of the laser beam beyond the plasma. It made the normalisation of the
obtained data to the varying laser energy impossible. Therefore, an alternative
calibration method, the cross-calibration to the interferometry, was applied. This
method, initially introduced for the burst-mode operation only, will be applied to
the normal-mode Thomson scattering density data as well to compensate for the
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clipping of the laser beam that occurred during normal-mode operation.
With an appropriate calibration and the sufficient match of the pellet and Thomson
lines of sight, the burst-mode provided 4 consecutive Thomson scattering mea-
surements synchronised to pellet injection. The measurements were obtained at
150 µs, 250 µs, 750 µs, and 850 µs after the Hα ablation pellet trigger. Even with the
lowered energy per pulse, the errors could be kept smaller than the observed effects,
i.e. in the case of pellet injection studies. Thus, the event-triggered burst-mode
Thomson scattering was confirmed to be a particularly useful tool for studying
electron density and temperature profile effects introduced by the injection of
cryogenic fuelling pellets on both 1 ms (burst) and 200 ms (inter-burst) timescales.
The evaluation of single pellet events within the 1st ms after injection allowed for
comparisons between the experimental data and the HPI2 code results [60]. The
HPI2 [57] code was developed to model the behaviour of single cryogenic hydrogen
pellets injected into plasmas. The diameter of the pellets injected into W7-X is
typically 2 mm. A pellet penetration depth of up to 35 cm was measured while a
depth of no more than 10 cm was predicted. Furthermore, experimental results
show that the plasmoid, resulting from the ablation and consecutive ionisation of
the pellet, expands up to 40 cm diameter radially measured along the Thomson line
of sight. The determined plasmoid drift speed (≈ 1000 m/s) fits to the predicted
values.
Fuelling efficiencies close to 100 % were obtained for all pellets, but this measure-
ment suffered from a large uncertainty. Nevertheless the efficiencies of inboard and
outboard side injected pellets did not deviate significantly as predicted from HPI2,
and the deposition of the pellet material was found to be rather central. HPI2 gave
maximum material deposition depths of 30 cm and 20 cm for inboard and outboard
side injection, respectively. Although the inboard deposition apparently was more
exclusively central than in the outboard case, core fuelling could be achieved by
individual pellets for both injection geometries.
The density profile study carried out for the time between two consecutive injected
pellets indicates that as quickly as 2.3 ms after a pellet was injected the profile
equilibration had already ended. This finding does not match the neoclassical
transport models and their respective timescales, indicating anomalously dominated
transport mechanisms for current W7-X plasmas. Additionally, this means that
the originally chosen burst-mode observation interval of 1.2 ms covers most of the
interval of interest and only minor adjustments to the final system need to be
implemented in the next campaign.
By employing pellet-triggered burst-mode Thomson scattering measurements, it
was shown that the HPI2 code could not reproduce most of the profile changes
introduced by the injection of cryogenic pellets into W7-X. Therefore, it can be
emphasised that the W7-X adaption of the code does not yet include all physics
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models that would be necessary to sufficiently describe the pellet ablation and
deposition.
Series of injected pellets cannot be described by the code either but were studied
using the upgraded diagnostic. Overall similar results were found for both pure
inboard and mixed inboard & outboard pellet series. For series the central particle
deposition additionally benefited from a pre-cooling effect that could be validated
for W7-X based on both density and temperature profile measurements. This arises
from the cooling of the plasma edge by former pellets of the series. The comparison
of injection geometry for pellet series did show that efficient core fuelling is possible
for both inboard and outboard injection. A future injector could therefore employ
one injection geometry only; an outboard injection system would be preferable
with respect to engineering constrains.
A comparable fuelling study for hydrogen gas puff fuelling showed a less favourable
general density profile increase rather than the centrally dominated behaviour of
pellet fuelling. Pellets therefore turned out to be more promising for high perfor-
mance plasma operation than gas puff fuelling.

Finally, it can be stated that the understanding of the pellet processes advanced sig-
nificantly by employing the event-triggered burst-mode Thomson scattering system
in combination with the line integrated densities provided by the interferometer
measurements.
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5.2. Outlook

The future implementation of two additional lasers into the Thomson scattering
diagnostic will increase the number of sampling points within ≈ 1 ms from the
available 4 to 12 pulses. Thus the capabilities of the prototypical implementation
described in this thesis will be increased. This will help to understand the under-
lying physics processes of pellet ablation and deposition in W7-X and therefore
to improve the models employed by the HPI2 code. The aim is that the code can
then be used to precisely describe pellet injection into W7-X varying parameters
that cannot be changed in the experimental setup, e.g. the pellet speed, size, or
injection geometry.
Application specific timings for the individual lasers can be chosen and delays can
be added in the future. The available spacing between the lasers is mainly limited
by the data acquisition system. The shortest time delay between two laser pulses
will be 2 µs. Longer delays will, for instance, allow for the investigation of the
post-pellet density decrease that was found for some pellet series on a ≈ 10 ms
timescale and is not yet investigated. To sustain the high densities achieved by
pellet injection, it is obligatory to avoid this quick decrease. In principle, the delay
has no upper limit but is only reasonable if lower than half of the time between
two consecutive bursts.
In the next campaign measurements on the inboard side are planned, since 30
additional scattering volumes on this side of the plasma are designated. By this
improvement, the results obtained for outboard side geometry can then be com-
pared to inboard measurements. Moreover, full temperature and density profiles
will be obtained, and thus profile symmetry studies can be performed.
Once the trigger timer event (TTE) system becomes fully available for the post-2020
experimental campaigns, other events can be employed as laser triggers. By then
it will be possible to study various fast transient plasma events employing the
trigger logic that was developed in the course of this thesis. Important candidates
are: low frequency Alfvén Eigenmodes, a type of magnetohydrodynamic plasma
waves; neutral beam and electron cyclotron resonance heating on/off-switching or
modulation; laser blow-off experiments; and edge localized mode crashes.
For electron cyclotron current drive crashes, experiments have already been pro-
posed for the next experimental campaign at W7-X. Without a dedicated trigger
signal, though, these experiments rely on a sufficient crash predictability and
reproducibility.
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A. Trigger Transmission Line Delay



A. Trigger Transmission Line Delay

After the successful setup of the transmission path for the pellet trigger, an in-
vestigation on the total transit time of the Hα signal was carried out. In order to
do so, a reference signal was transmitted via a copper cable to the location of the
photo diode and back via the optical transmission line. Additionally, the signal
was passed trough a logic circuit. The delay arising from the transmission line was
determined using an oscilloscope. The resulting image is shown below:
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Fig. A.0.1.: Transit time of a signal transmitted via copper cable to the amplifier
behind the Hα-signal detecting diode and back via the optical fiber
transmission line including an amplifier and the Baumer fiber optic
link “HEAG17x”. The cursor lines and the related values on the right
hand side where added later.

To obtain the correct transmission time for the real conditions, the delay from
the copper cable needed to be subtracted. Unfortunately, the cooper cable was
inaccessible after installation. Therefore, the delay was measured by comparing
the reference signal with its own reflection at the cable’s open end as shown in fig.
A.0.2:
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Fig. A.0.2.: Reference signal and its reflection at the open end of the copper cable.

The resulting 970 ns needed to be halved because the reflection passes trough the
cable twice. Hence the delay between the pellets Hα emission start and the signal
arriving at the lasers is ≈ 7.5 µs which is neglectable compared to the time the
lasers need to reach a sufficient population inversion (150 - 200 µs). Hα signals
from real pellets transmitted throughout the experimental campaign are displayed
below:
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Fig. A.0.3.: All Hα signals throughout a normal pellet shot (a) and a version zoomed
in a smaller time interval (b).
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B. Visualisation of the
Event-Trigger Scheme





A visualisation of the event-trigger scheme, taking the 5 Hz standard frequency of
the burst mode as an example, is shown in fig. B.0.1. It is likewise applicable to
the 10 Hz standard Thomson scattering laser frequency.
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Fig. B.0.1.: Visualisation of the required trigger scheme.
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C. Burst-Mode Laser Pulse Energy
Calibration by Raman Scattering



C. Burst-Mode Laser Pulse Energy Calibration by Raman Scattering

During a Raman calibration, the Thomson diagnostic is operated independent
instead of using the W7-X control system. This system would usually start the
lasers a certain amount of time ahead of the measurements. Therefore one would
not be able to find the ramp-up of the laser energy in the data. For the Raman
calibration, this period was excluded by hand and is the reason why all plots start
at 5 s. This is the energy ramp-up time required by the lasers.
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Fig. C.0.1.: Temporal evolution of the laser energy during a Raman calibration
measurement determined using the PEM and the diode as well as their
quotient during normal and burst-mode operation. For burst-mode
operation, the sum of the four pulses per burst was taken to create a
signal comparable to the PEM measurement.

As a sanity check, the normalized laser energy signal provided by the PEM and
the diode as well as their quotient were plotted for normal and for burst-mode
operation. For burst-mode operation the sum of the four pulses per burst was
employed to gain a signal comparable to the PEM measurement. As shown in fig.
C.0.1 and as expected from the study above, the quotient was approximately unity
in the normal mode. The variation coefficient, defined as:
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v = standard derivation
mean , (C.0.1)

was v = 1.5 %. The slow fluctuation of the PEM and diode signal that could not
be explained with the 1 % intrinsic energy scatter of the laser was unforeseen. This
fluctuation as well as the quotients’ deviation from unity (v = 10.8 %) were even
larger during burst-mode operation. The fluctuations could be explained by a
clipping of the laser beam combined with thermal drifts, mechanical vibrations and
the beam pointing stability changing the amount of the laser energy reaching the
energy monitors. This will be discussed in further detail throughout this section.
The larger fluctuation during burst-mode operation implies that the beam pointing
stability plays a leading role since the other two effects did not change for the burst
mode.
Proceeding with the Raman calibration, the Raman signal normalized to the laser
energy from both the PEM and the diode were plotted for normal operation in
fig. C.0.2. The variation coefficients are v = 8.6 % for the PEM normalisation and
v = 8.8 % for the diode normalisation, respectively.
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Fig. C.0.2.: Raman signal normalized to the laser energy from the PEM and the
diode for normal operation.

The variation coefficient of the Raman signal normalized to its mean as plotted in
fig. C.0.3 is v = 7.6 % for normal mode and v = 5.1 % for the burst mode.

The fluctuations of these signals arise from the Raman scattering process itself.
It is a random variable, and therefore, no pattern or trend is visible in the signal.
Moreover the scatter lies within the dashed lines introduced as “guide of the eye”.
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Fig. C.0.3.: Raman signal normalized to its mean for normal and burst-mode
operation. The burst-mode Raman signal consists of the sum of the
four pulses of one burst to have a signal level that is comparable to the
normal mode signal.

Fluctuations of this size cannot be avoided for all analysed signals involving the Ra-
man signal in any way. The signals’ fluctuation in C.0.2 lay in the same range, and
can therefore be understood as resulting from the Raman scattering measurement
rather than from laser beam clipping. The laser must therefore be clipped after
its propagation trough the plasma and before the location of the energy monitors,
which has been cross-checked and will be shown later in this section. The reliability
of the Raman calibration was an important finding because it means that the
Raman calibration itself delivered sound results, which is essential for the validity
of all Thomson data taken throughout the campaign.
The Raman signal scatter normalized to the diode-measured laser energy during
burst-mode operation is rather large as shown in figure C.0.4. It can be explained as
the combination of the Raman process and the larger laser energy variation shown
in fig. C.0.1. From the plot and the variation coefficients v1 = 14.2 %, v2 = 22.5 %,
v3 = 13.4 %, and v4 = 23.2 %, it can be inferred, that the error for the second
Pockels cell pulses (2/4 and 4/4) is particularly large. This again indicates, that
the beam pointing stability has a huge influence. In contrast to earlier assumptions,
it is expected to be larger for Pockels cell double pulses which accordingly changed
the beam clipping and hence the incident laser energy.
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Fig. C.0.4.: Raman signal normalized to the diode measured laser energy for burst-
mode operation.

This fact can be inferred from fig. C.0.5 which displays the sum of the Raman
signals for the four pulses of a burst normalized to the PEM signal and the sum of
the diode signals for the four pulses, respectively.
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Fig. C.0.5.: Sum of the four Raman signals of a burst normalized to the PEM signal
and the sum of the four diode signals.

The fluctuation of the diode normalized signal shows a deviation that fits the
“1/diode signal” behaviour (cf. fig. C.0.1) with v = 16.2 % exceeding the range of
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the Raman scatter whereas the PEM normalized signal (v = 6.3 %) lies within the
range. If the larger deviation did come from a clipping of the laser, no matter if it
was introduced by thermal, mechanical or beam pointing fluctuations, the laser
energy of pulses 1-4 in each burst normalized to the associated mean should be
similar.
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Fig. C.0.6.: Laser energy of pulse 1, 2, 3 and 4 in each burst normalized to the
associated mean.

According to fig. C.0.6, the temporal evolution for the separated curves shows
a good agreement. This indicates that the clipping of the laser beam plays a
major role compared to the energy fluctuation per pulse. Therefore, normalizing
the Raman signal to the average Raman signal, might better provide the desired
energy normalisation than the actual energy monitor signal for every pulse that
was clipped behind the plasma.
To cross-check this finding for data from a W7-X experiment discharge rather
than for the Raman calibration alone, the central Thomson electron density was
plotted together with the PEM and diode measured laser energy during a “flat-top”
phase of a plasma experiment. In flat-top phases, the plasma is not disturbed
by fuelling or other possible changes, and therefore the line integrated density
and the density profiles should not change significantly. While the (clipped) laser
energy signal changes noticeably as shown in fig. C.0.7, the electron density
stays relatively constant as expected. Therefore, the energy normalisation of the
Thomson scattering data employing the energy monitor signals is not possible and
the Raman normalisation was chosen.
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Fig. C.0.7.: Comparison between laser energy and central Thomson electron density
during a “flat-top” plasma phase.

Applied to the Raman calibration during burst mode, this normalisation yields
promising results as shown in fig. C.0.8, putting the Raman signal in the “guide of
the eye”-range that denotes the scatter by the Raman process itself.
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Fig. C.0.8.: Raman signal of pulses 1, 2, 3 and 4 in each burst normalized to the
associated mean.

The variation coefficients v1 = 10.2 %, v2 = 8.4 %, v3 = 9.9 % and v4 = 11.0 % now
become comparable to those from the Raman signal in normal mode operation
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(cf. fig. C.0.2), which makes this normalisation preferable compared to the energy
monitor normalisation presented in the context of fig. C.0.4.
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Fig. C.0.9.: Raman normalisation of the burst-mode Thomson scattering signal.

Finally the Raman normalisation factors were applied to the Raman signal and can
be applied likewise to the Thomson scattering signal from normal plasma operation
of W7-X. The non-normalised result for the Raman measurement is compared to
the to the normalised data in C.0.9. The Raman signal from normal operation
without burst, which needs no energy normalisation, is displayed as a reference.
Additionally, the mean of all signals is indicated by a solid line in the associated
colour. After the normalisation the lines are coalesced and the data lies almost
entirely within the Raman fluctuation estimated by the normal mode Raman signal
scatter and indicated by the dashed lines.
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D. Clipping of the Laser Beam and Beam Alignment

Even before the Raman calibration, after the energy monitors were installed,
unexpected fluctuations of the laser energy (cf. fig. C.0.7) and, more importantly,
discrepancies between the densities measured with the Thomson scattering and the
interferometry diagnostic (cf. fig. 3.4.5) were found. Often times the discrepancy
increased during an experimental day and vanished the next morning.
To cross-check the energy stability of the experiment laser, which was not the one
used during the preliminary experiments in the laboratory, the energy was checked
with a PEM extracting a fraction of the beam right at the laser head. The energy
fluctuation, as shown in fig. D.0.1(a), was negligible (v = 1 %) as stated by the
manufacturer. In the M1 box a larger deviation (v = 3.3 %) and a greatly reduced
mean energy was found as shown in fig. D.0.1(b).

(a) (b)

Fig. D.0.1.: Laser energy fluctuation of the Thomson scattering laser in
(a) - the laser room.
(b) - the M1 mirror box at the entrance to the plasma vessel.

The fluctuations on top of the signal in the M1 mirror box appear similar to the
ones detected with the regular energy monitor (PEM and diode) during experiment
operation. This could only be explained by a clipping of the laser beam, which had
been adjusted carefully before, implying that something in the setup must have
changed. Visualized on photographic paper mounted in mirror box M1, the beam
clipping was identified to happen right at the entrance port of the box, indicated
by a sharp cut going trough the laser’s burn pattern. If the clipping would occur
further away from the paper, the cut would appear more blurry.
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pre alignment

post alignment

M1 A1

M1 A1

Fig. D.0.2.: Thomson scattering laser beam profiles, visualized on photographic
paper. Brighter colours relate to higher intensities - darker colours to
lower intensities.

A second piece of paper was installed in the exit mirror box A1 where another
sharp cut was identified, indicating another clip closer to the side of the plasma
vessel where the laser exits. With the procedure shown in fig. D.0.3 the laser was
set back to the ideal alignment position which was determined before the start of
the campaign by ensuring the propagation of the laser beam trough the scattering
volumes during vessel access. A mock-up used to model the scattering volume
sizes and positions was put into the plasma vessel for this purpose. Although the
clipping of the beam in the M1 mirror box could be remedied, the attempt to
do so for the A1 exit mirror box failed. The sharp edge was still present in the
post alignment burn pattern. To remove this edge, the port opening needs to be
widened or the entire beam path, and therefore, the optics defining the scattering
volumes, would need to be realigned. Both of which were impossible during the
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ongoing operational campaign. For the latter, even plasma vessel access would
have been needed. The energy measurement therefore can only be taken as a rough
estimate and not as a precise tool to sufficiently normalize the Thomson data.

Blue Circle: Initial Position 
of the Alignment Laser
= Ideal Final Position

Red Circle: Original, 
Unaligned Position

of the Nd:YAG Laser

Set Alignment Laser to
the Position of the Nd:YAG 

Laser via the Alignment 
Laser Adjustment Screws

Set the Positions of 
Both Lasers Back to the 
Ideal Position via the 

Mirror Adjustment Screws

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4

Fig. D.0.3.: The steps to align the alignment laser to the Nd:YAG laser (1-3), and
both to the ideal position (4). The alignment was performed employing
camera pictures, if no torus hall access was possible.

To find the source of the slow, persistent misalignment throughout a day, the
decision was made to install the already planned alignment control cameras (cf.
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fig. 2.3.5) which could not be installed before the beginning of the campaign.
Together with the “Picomotor Piezo Clear Edge Mount 8822” (mirror mounts with
piezoelectric stepper motors produced by “Newport”), it is possible to manually or
automatically align the laser such that it stays in a predefined position indicated
by the red cross in fig. D.0.4.

Fig. D.0.4.: Newport mirror control and alignment system used for control of the
W7-X Thomson scattering laser. The small white dot in the lower plot
relates to the current position of the alignment laser centre (green cross
in the upper plot) whereas the ideal position (red cross in the upper
plot) is the point of origin of the lower plot. The scale in the lower
plot is millimetre.

Meanwhile, temperature fluctuations in the laser room have been identified to cause
the drift throughout the day. Different heat sources, such as computers, lighting
and laser operators, were present during experiment days but not on service days,
which made the identification of the error difficult. To reduce the temperature
increase all possible heat sources were removed from the room; the lasers were
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prepared for remote operation in the control room, and the drift was only monitored
with the alignment control cameras. The temperature increase after these changes
was much slower, and consequently, the drift of the laser beam was as well. If the
drift exceeded a certain threshold (a few millimetres), an air conditioner in the
laser room was switched on manually, reducing the temperature to its value from
the morning and bringing the beam back to its desired position. The change of
the mean laser energy was noticeable decreased but still present as shown in fig.
D.0.5. The fluctuations of the energy monitor signal throughout a shot caused by
the mechanical vibrations changing the intensity of the beam clipping, and hence
the laser energy, in the A1 box could not be eliminated by this procedure.
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Fig. D.0.5.: Change in the average laser energy per W7-X shot monitored with the
PEM in the A1 mirror box throughout the day.

Although the change in the average energy monitor signal between the shots is large,
this does not mean that the laser energy passing trough the scattering volumes
changes; the laser energy remains constant for a misalignment of a few millimetres.
The change can rather be explained by beam clipping at the A1 box in the morning,
causing small variations in the position to result in a large intensity change as seen
by the energy monitors. The switch-on of the air conditioner at 2:15 pm is clearly
visible in the signal.
Unfortunately, the optimized beam alignment did not result in a sufficient agree-
ment between the densities from the Thomson scattering and the interferometry
diagnostics. The discrepancy for both normal and bust mode was still 30 - 50 % (cf.
fig. 3.4.5). The reason for this discrepancy is an open question for the Thomson
and the interferometry groups. However, recently the spectral calibration of the
Thomson polychromators has been discussed as a possible error source. Even
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though it is not yet clear how significant the irregularities were, and if they fully
explain the discrepancy, it is believed that the interferometry signal is correct,
hence no interferometer calibration issues were identified so far. Therefore, the line
integral of the Thomson density will be adjusted to the line-integrated interferome-
try density signal for the whole campaign, assuming the profile shape to be correct.
This adjustment method is explained in the next chapter.
A general overview of the W7-X interferometer and its functionality is given in “A
New Dispersion Interferometer for the Stellarator Wendelstein 7-X” by J. Knauer
et. al. [68].
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E. W7-X Discharge Overview Plots
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1 General Setup

Norm
al Mode

s
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t Mode

s

Powersupply
Laser P1005

FL Trig.

Powersupply
Laser P1006

FL Trig.

Powersupply
Laser P1631

FL Trig.

K1out

K1in
Baumer

HEAG 174
LWL Receiver

LWL-Trigger from
Pellet Injection

Event Pulse
Generator B

Generator A

Thomson
Burst Mode

Trigger

Laser
Trigger
Output

Thomson Pulse
Generator

A B C D EXT/GATE

CODAC Gate
ton = tstart − 60 s toff = tend + 2 s

Burst Pulse
Generator

A D EXT/GATEB C

Fig. 1.0.1: Thomson-Trigger wiring: Green connections needed for normal laser
modes, red connections for any burst mode operation. Black wires are
permanent.
Note: Additional changes to the pulse generators and lasers are necessary
to switch between the different modes!

One of the major improvements of this setup, as compared to the one from OP1.1,
is the full implementation of the CODAC provided gate shown in fig. 1.0.2. The
gate starts 60 s before plasma ignition and lasts until 2 s after the switch-off of the
ECRH; no matter how long the experiment lasts, the pulse generators will start
and quit operation without any further manual handling.
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1 General Setup

For now, the shutters of the lasers need to be opened and closed(!) by hand via the
“Splitlight GUI” in a time slot of 30 s − 10 s before/after the start of a W7-X shot.
This is under negotiation with CODAC and automation might be implemented at
the start of OP1.2b. The Thomson diagnostic should then have fully automated
operation via the CSS with no user input needed (apart from switching on the
lasers and starting the pulse generators).

Gate (TTE)

Pulsgenerator

 60s 

20ms

2s100ms

ECRH

Fig. 1.0.2: CODAC-provided 3.3 V gate that allows the laser flash lamps to build-up
the thermal lens in the Nd:YAG rods before plasma start-up and stop
2 s after plasma termination.

The schematic circuit diagram of the “Thomson burst mode trigger”, shown in fig.
1.0.1, including logic chips and part numbers is displayed in fig. 1.0.3 in the latest
version.
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2 Software and Pulse Generator
Setup

In this section the setup of the pulse generators and lasers for the different operation
modes is explained in detail.

Two “Quantum Plus Pulse Generators Model 9514” from “Schulz Electronic” are
used. The one called “Thomson Pulse Generator” in fig. 1.0.1 is used to trigger the
flash lamps of the lasers. The other one in fig. 1.0.1 called “Burst Pulse Generator”
is used to set the 5 Hz laser pulse frequency of the laser burst modes (rather than
the 10 Hz in normal modes) and defines the time gate in which occurring events
are passed to the lasers for an immediate measurement rather than being blocked.

Usually the modes described below do not need to be configured by hand. They
will be stored using the pulse generators storing functionality and just need to be
loaded via FUNCTION → RECALL ...

(for both generators, if in burst mode; else just for the “Thomson Pulse Generator”).

... and the store/recall function in the SplitlightGUI for the lasers.
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2 Software and Pulse Generator Setup

This is a list of the available modes and their stored configuration files:

• Normal Modes

– 10 Hz Mode:
Thomson Pulse Generator: “Store#: 1”, “Name: 10 Hz Mode”
Laser SplitlightGUI: “10Hz_normal_mode_ca.1.5J(untested).ini”

– 20 Hz Mode:
Thomson Pulse Generator: “Store#: 2”, “Name: 20 Hz Mode”
Laser SplitlightGUI: “10Hz_normal_mode_ca.1.5J(untested).ini”

– 30 Hz Mode:
Thomson Pulse Generator: “Store#: 3”, “Name: 30 Hz Mode”
Laser SplitlightGUI: “10Hz_normal_mode_ca.1.5J(untested).ini”

– High Power Mode - 10 Hz, up to 6 J per Pulse:
NOT YET AVAILABLE
Thomson Pulse Generator: “Store#: 4”, “Name: High Power”
Laser SplitlightGUI: “10Hz_normal_mode_ca.1.5J(untested).ini”

• Burst Modes

– Event Triggered 2 Laser Burst Mode - 8 × 10 kHz @ 5 Hz:
Thomson Pulse Generator: “Store#: 5”, “Name: Normal Burst”
Burst Pulse Generator: “Store#: 1”, “Name: Burst Mode”
Laser SplitlightGUI: “10Hz_normal_mode_ca.1.5J(untested).ini” &
“burst_old_OP1.2a.ini”

– Event Triggered 3 Laser Burst Mode - 8 × 10 kHz @ 5 Hz:
Thomson Pulse Generator: “Store#: 5”, “Name: Normal Burst”
Burst Pulse Generator: “Store#: 1”, “Name: Burst Mode”
Laser SplitlightGUI: “burst_old_OP1.2a.ini”

– Event Triggered Asymmetric Burst Mode 8/12×≈10 kHz @ 5 Hz:
Thomson Pulse Generator: “Store#: 6”, “Name: Asym. Burst”
Burst Pulse Generator: “Store#: 1”, “Name: Burst Mode”
Laser SplitlightGUI: “burst_old_OP1.2a.ini”
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2.1 Normal Modes

2.1 Normal Modes

For the normal modes only the upper left corner of fig. 1.0.1 shaded in green is
relevant.
The CODAC gate needs to be connected to “EXT/GATE” of the “Thomson Pulse
Generator”!

2.1.1 10 Hz Mode - 1 . . . 2 J per Pulse

The following user inputs are needed to configure the W7-X Thomson scattering
system to this mode:

“Thomson Pulse Generator”

• FUNCTION → GATE/TRIG: “Gated: 2 V”, “Active High”

• FUNCTION → MODE: “continuous”

• FUNCTION → RATE: “Per: 0.1”

• Channel A: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait:
0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0001-”

• Channel B: disabled

• Channel C: disabled

• Channel D: disabled

“Laser”

Start and connect laser if not yet done. “Login” → “Login as privileged user” →
PW: “******”. “File” → “Load userparameters” → “1 JSP...”.
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2 Software and Pulse Generator Setup

2.1.2 20 Hz - 1 . . . 2 J per Pulse

The following user inputs are needed to configure the W7-X Thomson scattering
system to this mode:

“Thomson Pulse Generator”

• FUNCTION → GATE/TRIG: “Gated: 2 V”, “Active High”

• FUNCTION → MODE: “continuous”

• FUNCTION → RATE: “Per: 0.1”

• Channel A: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait:
0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0001-”

• Channel B: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0.05 s, “Pol: Active
High”, “Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”,
“Wait: 0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0010-”

• Channel C: disabled

• Channel D: disabled

“Laser”

Start and connect laser if not yet done. “Login” → “Login as privileged user” →
PW: “******”. “File” → “Load userparameters” → “1 JSP...”.

2.1.3 30 Hz Mode - 1 . . . 2 J per Pulse

The following user inputs are needed to configure the W7-X Thomson scattering
system to this mode:
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2.1 Normal Modes

“Thomson Pulse Generator”

• FUNCTION → GATE/TRIG: “Gated: 2 V”, “Active High”

• FUNCTION → MODE: “continuous”

• FUNCTION → RATE: “Per: 0.1”

• Channel A: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait:
0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0001-”

• Channel B: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0.033 333 333 s, “Pol:
Active High”, “Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate:
disabled”, “Wait: 0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0010-”

• Channel C: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0.066 666 666 s, “Pol:
Active High”, “Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate:
disabled”, “Wait: 0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0100-”

• Channel D: disabled

“Laser”

Start and connect laser if not yet done. “Login” → “Login as privileged user” →
PW: “******”. “File” → “Load userparameters” → “1 JSP...”.

2.1.4 High Power Mode - 10 Hz, up to 6 J per Pulse

NOT YET AVAILABLE

The following user inputs are needed to configure the W7-X Thomson scattering
system to this mode:

“Thomson Pulse Generator”

• FUNCTION → GATE/TRIG: “Gated: 2 V”, “Active High”
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• FUNCTION → MODE: “continuous”

• FUNCTION → RATE: “Per: 0.1”

• Channel A: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait:
0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0001-”

• Channel B: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait:
0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0010-”

• Channel C: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait:
0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0100-”

• Channel D: disabled

“Laser”

Start and connect laser if not yet done. “Login” → “Login as privileged user” →
PW: “******”. “File” → “Load userparameters” → “1 JSP...”.

This mode is not yet available.

Fast trigger adapters for timing jitters <1 ns are ordered but not yet installed. The
trigger signal cables would then be directly wired to the laser-head rather then the
power supplies.
Another concern is the unknown “Laser Induced Damage Threshold” of the mirrors
for such high simultaneous laser irradiation.
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2.2 Burst Modes

For the burst modes the full setup introduced in fig. 1.0.1 is relevant. The CODAC
gate needs to be connected to “EXT/GATE” of the “Burst Pulse Generator”, and
the “Laser Trigger Output” from the “Thomson Burst Mode Trigger” needs to be
connected to the “EXT/GATE” of the “Thomson Pulse Generator”!

2.2.1 Event Triggered 2 or 3 Laser Burst Mode -
8 × 10 kHz @ 5 Hz, 1 J per Pulse

The following user inputs are needed to configure the W7-X Thomson scattering
system to this mode:

“Thomson Pulse Generator”

• FUNCTION → GATE/TRIG: “Triggered: 2.5 V”, “Rising Edge”

• FUNCTION → MODE: “single shot”

• Channel A: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait:
0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0001-”

• Channel B: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 200 µs, “Pol: Active
High”, “Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”,
“Wait: 0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0010-”

• Channel C: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 400 µs, “Pol: Active
High”, “Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”,
“Wait: 0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0100-”

• Channel D: disabled

“Burst Pulse Generator”

• FUNCTION → GATE/TRIG: “Gate: 2 V”, “Active High”

• FUNCTION → MODE: “continuous”
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• FUNCTION → RATE: “Per: 0.2”

• Channel A: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: TTL/CMOS”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait: 0 Pulses”,
“Mux: -0001-”

• Channel B: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 60 ms, Dly: 70 ms, “Pol: Active
High”, “Out: TTL/CMOS”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait: 0
Pulses”, “Mux: -0010-”

• Channel C: disabled

• Channel D: disabled

“Laser”

Start and connect laser if not yet done. “Login” → “Login as privileged user” →
PW: “******”. “File” → “Load userparameters” → “1.3 JDP...”.

(Note 1: The 2- and the 3- laser burst modes all have the same pulse genera-
tor settings. The only difference applies to the laser setting, where the “PC delay”
(delay between the Pockels Cell switching) is set to 400 µs for the 2 laser burst
modes and to 600 µs for the 3 laser burst modes via the “Splitlight GUI”.)

Note 2: The Gate set by “Channel B” defines the time interval in which occurring
events are passed to the lasers for an immediate measurement rather than being
blocked. This immediate measurement could be interpreted as a singular (slight)
change of the laser-pulse frequency. This is by no means harmful for the laser, if
kept in a certain range. Indeed, the 60 ms/70 ms configuration is a very conservative
one. During our lab tests we verified a range of configurations up to 140 ms/30 ms
not causing any damage to the lasers. Moreover, the 140 ms/30 ms threshold is
given by the logic circuit that is used for the event signal processing after the pulse
generator. Different electronic components would easily access other ranges, but,
due to the limitations of the circuits used so far, there is no validated information
about the lasers’ behaviour beyond the provided range. Regardless a gate of 60 ms
is sufficient for the measurement of pellet injections in W7-X because the nominal
injection frequency is ≈25 Hz, which relates to 1 pellet every 40 ms.
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2.2.2 Event Triggered Asymmetric Burst Mode
8/12 ×≈10 kHz @ 5 Hz, 1 J per Pulse

The settings for the asymmetric burst mode equal the ones above, the only change
is made to “Channel B” of the “Thomson Pulse Generator” where a delay of Dly:
190 µs rather than 200 µs is chosen.

The following user inputs are needed to configure the W7-X Thomson scattering
system to this mode:

“Thomson Pulse Generator”

• FUNCTION → GATE/TRIG: “Triggered: 2.5 V”, “Rising Edge”

• FUNCTION → MODE: “single shot”

• Channel A: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait:
0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0001-”

• Channel B: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 190 µs, “Pol: Active
High”, “Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”,
“Wait: 0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0010-”

• Channel C: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 400 µs, “Pol: Active
High”, “Out: Adujustable”, “Out: 12 V”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”,
“Wait: 0 Pulses”, “Mux: -0100-”

• Channel D: disabled

“Burst Pulse Generator”

• FUNCTION → GATE/TRIG: “Gate: 2 V”, “Active High”

• FUNCTION → MODE: “continuous”

• FUNCTION → RATE: “Per: 0.2”

• Channel A: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 1 µs, Dly: 0 s, “Pol: Active High”,
“Out: TTL/CMOS”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait: 0 Pulses”,
“Mux: -0001-”
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• Channel B: “Enabled”, “Source: T0”, Wid: 60 ms, Dly: 70 ms, “Pol: Active
High”, “Out: TTL/CMOS”, “Mode: Normal”, “Gate: disabled”, “Wait: 0
Pulses”, “Mux: -0010-”

• Channel C: disabled

• Channel D: disabled

“Laser”

Start and connect laser if not yet done. “Login” → “Login as privileged user” →
PW: “******”. “File” → “Load userparameters” → “1.3 JDP...”.
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3 Known Issues and Possible
Improvements

3.1 Known Issues

3.1.1 Filthy pellet trigger signal

During the trigger tests it was found that the amplifier used to process the pellet
ablation signal does not behave as expected.

So far no further corrections are necessary because the “Thomson Burst-Mode
Trigger” logic remedies this problem, but it would be beneficial to find the wrong
settings and correct them at some point.

Jürgen Baldzuhn has been informed about this issue and will try to fix it. Testing
of the fixed system might be possible during single pellet injection shots.
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3.2 Possible Improvements

3.2.1 Automated shutter control

To avoid the manual switching of the laser shutter in the correct time window
via the “Splitlight GUI” before and after each W7-X shot, the switching could
be implemented by CODAC via the remote control client interface of the lasers.
The shutter could always be opened ≈50 s after the rising edge of the gate and
closed with the falling edge. The necessary commands in the remote control client
interface are “Get-Shutter_State” and “Set_Shutter_State”.

This would substantially reduce the risk of potential data loss due to human input
errors.

This is under negotiation with CODAC and automation might be implemented at
the start of OP1.2b. The Thomson diagnostic should then have fully automated
operation via the CSS with no user input needed (Apart from switching on the
lasers and starting the pulse generators).

3.2.2 High Power Mode

As mentioned above, in theory, a high-power, low-density option is possible via
firing the 3 available lasers simultaneously.

Further investigation on the laser induced damage threshold of the mirrors is
necessary as well as the installation and validation of the fast trigger adapters to
implement this mode within the W7-X Thomson scattering system.

3.2.3 Pre-Triggering of Pellets

Rather than other statistical occurring plasma events, pellet injection is intention-
ally made and could therefore (theoretically) be exactly predicted. In real situations,
the pellets will have a jitter in time and velocity which makes the prediction of
their ablation time not only harder but also spread over some interval.

To gain reliable information about the timing, two light gates are installed in the
flight path of the pellets. For unknown reasons they do not work with D-pellets, but
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they do for H-pellets. If this could be fixed, the implementation of the pellet-event
triggering should be revised.

3.2.4 Pellet Counter

With the current system it is theoretically possible to define which pellet out of
a series of pellets one wants to observe with high time resolution. To implement
this, one only needs to synchronize the pellet injection to the CODAC gate which
determines the laser pulse timing. Even though the pellets do have an unpredictable
jitter, this jitter only results in ±20 ms for the ablation timings. At 25 Hz, though,
the gap between each pellet is 40 ms; therefore, it would be possible to match the
injection time and the laser trigger in a way that one knows which pellet number
out of a series of pellets has been observed. Cross-checking via the Hα ablation
signals or the fast cameras would also be conceivable.

3.2.5 FPGA Trigger

Using a “Field Programmable Gate Array” instead of a hard-wired physical logic
circuit would increase system flexibility as well as make it a single device system.
One could for instances setup a combined burst/non-burst mode where one runs one
laser in the normal mode and two in the burst mode. This is not possible without
adding an extra pulse generator to the current system due to the base frequency
differences of both modes (5 Hz for the burst and 10 Hz for normal modes).
Furthermore, one could spread the event gate as mentioned in section 2.2.1 in note
2 or react on laser development, i.e. if the manufacturer provides 20 Hz Nd:YAG
laser systems for new diagnostic applications.
Other than the still incomplete list of advantages due to increasing flexibility,
only having one device creating errors rather than several would also increase the
reliability of the system as a whole and reduce its costs.
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